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Abstract
Social media marketing presents prospectively seductive chances for innovative appearances of commerce
and communication between consumers and marketers. As advertisers classically desire to find various
ways to pursue their intention audiences, several innovative media opportunities are offered to advertisers.
Though, world is at a standstill social media initiates. In distinction to traditional marketing media such as
television, there are measurements and customer behavior modeling subjects that will require to be
addressed before marketers that determine and handle their media investments will be capable to entirely
hold the opportunities and steer the risks presented by social media. Social media have become a major
factor in influencing different aspects of consumer behavior including awareness, information acquisition,
opinions, attitudes, purchase behavior, and post-purchase communication and evaluation. Our study
focuses on describing how to run an effective social media marketing campaign compared with the
traditional way (e.g. E-Government Authority). The Kingdom of Bahrain’s e-Government strategy is focused
on ensuring the effective delivery of government services to citizens, residents, businesses and customers.
Kingdom of Bahrain should use social media in their marketing communications because it allows them to
inform their customers and create a two-way communication. This communication can help companies to
influence consumers and differentiate themselves. It can also help the corporate identity, build confidence
for the company as well as create relationships. Social media is a cost effective way to become global and
create reach.

Key Words
Awareness and capital expansion ,eGovernment, Marketing, Message diffusion, Social Media.
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I. WHAT IS MARKETING
Marketing is the method of communicate the worth of a product or service to clients, for the
principle of selling the product or service. It is a serious business purpose for represent
customers. From a collective point of view, marketing is the connection between a society’s
substance necessities and its economic outlines of reaction. Marketing assures these wants and
needs throughout reserve procedures and structure long term associations (American Marketing
Association, n.d.) www.ama.org . It is the practice of communicate the importance of a product or
service throughout arrangement to customers. Marketing can be appeared at as an
organizational purpose and a set of processes for delivering, creating, and communicating value
to customers, and organization customer relationships in traditions that also assistance the
organization and its shareholders. Marketing is the knowledge of decide target markets during
market segmentation and market analysis, as well as considerate consumer buying behavior and
provided that better customer value (Wikipedia) www.wikipedia.org , Vikram, Raja (2013) [1].
There are five competing concepts under which organizations can choose to operate their
business; the production concept, the product concept, the selling concept, the marketing concept,
and the holistic marketing concept. Kotler, Philip & Keller, L. Kevin (2012) [2]. Whereas
promotion includes essentials such as: public relations, personal selling, advertising and sales
promotion. Needham, Dave (1996)[3].

II. ELECTRONIC MARKETING
Electronic Marketing means by means of digital technology to assist advertise your goods or
services. These technologies are an expensive harmonized to traditional marketing techniques
whatsoever the size of your business model or your company. The essentials of marketing stay
behind the same generating an approach to distribute the right communication to the right
people. What has altered is the number of option you have. Though businesses will continue to
make use of traditional marketing processes, such as direct mail, advertising, and public
relations, electronic marketing adjoins an entire new component to the marketing mix Kerin,
Hartley and Rudelius[4]. Many industries are manufacturing huge consequences with electronic
marketing and its flexible and money-making environment creates it mostly appropriate for
undersized businesses (Dot Come technology center , n.d.). Whereas social media, on the other
hand, has two-way street that gives you the capability to converse too, Ahlqvist, Toni; Bäck [5]
Thomas F. Gordon [6] defined the E-Government is merely the utilized of information and
communications technology (ICT), such as the internet, to advance the procedures of government.
Electronic Government assures to create government additional proficient, approachable,
translucent and genuine and is also making a swiftly increasing advertise of goods and services,
with a diversity of new business opportunities. Electronic Government might appear to be modest
more than an attempt to enlarge the market of e-commerce from business to government.

III. SOCIAL MEDIA IDENTIFICATION
Kaplan Andreas M [7] stated that the greatest means to identify social media is to split it down.
Media is an implement on communication, like a radio or a newspaper, so social media would be
a social mechanism of communication. In web 2.0 terms, this would be a website that does not
Copyright © 2015 Helvetic Editions LTD - All Rights Reserved
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just give you information. This dealing can be as simple as asking for your observations or
leasing you. Think of regular media as a one-way street where you can listen to a report on
television or read a newspaper, but you have very inadequate capability to give your opinion on
the matter. Kaplan created a categorization method in their Business Horizons, with six different
types of social media. Kietzmann, and Kristopher[8] defined the functional building blocks of
social media, as Collaborative projects e.g. Wikipedia, blogs and microblogs e.g. Twitter, content
communities e.g. YouTube. Social networking sites e.g Facebook, virtual game worlds e.g World
of Warcraft, and virtual social world’s e.g. second life.

IV. BAHRAIN EGOVERNMENT CASE STUDY
The Kingdom of Bahrain participated in the First GCC eGovernment Conference which was
held in Sultanate of Oman from 21st to 23rd of December 2009. The participation comes in a bid
to improve the efficiency of e-services, to boost cooperation frameworks with the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) in the execution of eGovernment strategic and programs, in addition to
exchanging expertise in the provision of eServices, capacity building, ePerformance, and to
exchange experiences with others to evaluate the accomplishments in the digital knowledge field.
Moreover, as an accomplishment in the Kingdom of Bahrain at the Gulf level, and particularly
in the eGovernment, Bahrain www.bahrain.bh was the first in the list of the GCC (GCC eGoverments, n.d.) eGovernment Award winners held, at the First GCC eGovernment Conference.
Bahrain has achieved success in the five categories of the award, to be the first Gulf country to
achieve this historic achievement for the first time.
The Gulf eGovernment Authorities agreed to take measures to make sure the effectiveness of
eGovernment services to support investment and economic development with a direct effect on
the lives of individuals and society and thus achieve the overall Gulf renaissance.
They decided to work on promoting the digital and technical support to Gulf citizens, and to
give institutions, individuals in both public and private sectors and Gulf civil society
organizations the skills to deal with a digital society, and to decrease the digital divide. The Gulf
eGovernment authorities agreed upon the importance of mainstreaming, with joint work to add
in moving forward at a steady pace towards the successful Gulf eGovernment in the GCC Arab
States, in the interest of their interdependence in order to serve its vision of serving the human
and developing, activating the latent, to develop its efficiency and categorize in a higher level in
the world (Bahrain e-Goverment newsletter , n.d.).

V. SAMPLE SIZE AND RESEARCH POPULATION
The population of this study is the users of Bahrain eGovernment services. For the purpose of
this research 70 questionnaires were distributed randomly. However; only 40 fully solved
questionnaires were retrieved from the participants. Thus the sample size of this study is set to
be 40 respondents.

Copyright © 2015 Helvetic Editions LTD - All Rights Reserved
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VI. HYPOTHESES
The Variables are classified as following:
Independent variables: social media marketing efforts
Dependent variables: Awareness, Message diffusion and social capital expansion.
H0: There is not significant relationship between awareness and preference of services that are
promoted on social media sites.
H1: There is significant relationship between awareness and preference of brands that are
promoted on social media sites.
H2: Message diffusion does not help to sustain group affiliation
H3: Message diffusion significantly helps to sustain group affiliation
H4: Being proactive within a network does not empower social capital expansion
H5: Being proactive within a network significantly empower social capital expansion

VII. ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
The results show that the highest percentage of respondents were Facebook, representing
100% (N=40) which are the main areas of social media marketing. The other areas represents
social media marketing are LinkedIn 95% (N=38), Instagram 87.5% (N=35), Twitter 85% (N=34),
Whatsapp 82.5% (N=33), evaluate, analyze and provide action plan for current social media
campaign 72.5% (N=29) and new social media campaign for in house development and
management other represented for 67.5% (N=27) respectively. The social media marketing areas
are of interested in present times.
TABLE I: SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING AREAS ARE OF INTEREST TO YOU CURRENTLY
Frequency
Valid

Yes

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Valid

Yes
No
Total

Valid

Yes
No

Facebook Fan Page
Percent
Valid Percent

40

100.0
100.0
Twitter
34
85.0
85.0
6
15.0
15.0
40
100.0
100.0
LinkedIn
38
95.0
95.0
2
5.0
5.0
40
100.0
100.0
Instagram (web & Smart phones application)
35
87.5
87.5
5
12.5
12.5
40
100.0
100.0
Whatsapp (Smart phones application)
33
82.5
82.5
7
17.5
17.5

Cumulative Percent
100.0
85.0
100.0

95.0
100.0

87.5
100.0

82.5
100.0

Copyright © 2015 Helvetic Editions LTD - All Rights Reserved
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Total
40
100.0
100.0
Evaluate, analyze and provide Action Plan for current Social Media Campaign
Valid

Yes
29
72.5
72.5
72.5
No
11
27.5
27.5
100.0
Total
40
100.0
100.0
Evaluate, analyze and provide Action Plan for new Social Media Campaign for in-house development
and management other
Valid

Yes

27

67.5

67.5

67.5

No
Total

13
40

32.5
100.0

32.5
100.0

100.0

120%
100%
80%
Facebook Fan Page
60%

Twitter

40%

LinkedIn
Instagram

20%

Whatsapp
Current social media

0%

New social media

FIGURE I : SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING AREAS

When considering search engine marketing, the analysis shows that 40% of the respondent
were Competition Site Research (N=16) and 27.5% were On-page Website SEO (N=11), 20% of
Keyword Research (N=8), and Backlink Strategies are 12.5% (N=5). The search engine marketing
in social media is much curiosity on competition and SEO.
TABLE II: SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING
Search Engine Marketing
Frequency
Percent
Valid

Competition Site Research
On-Page Website SEO
Keyword Research
Backlink Strategies
Total

16
11
8
5
40

Copyright © 2015 Helvetic Editions LTD - All Rights Reserved
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40.0
27.5
20.0
12.5
100.0

Valid
Percent
40.0
27.5
20.0
12.5
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
40.0
67.5
87.5
100.0
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When considering video marketing campaign, the analysis shows that 55% of the respondents
were recommended Video products: editing, publishing and marketing (N=22) and 45% of the
respondents are recommended Personalized YouTube Channel (N=18).
TABLE III: VIDEO MARKET CAMPAIGN
Video Market Campaign
Frequency
Percent
Valid

Video products: editing,
publishing and marketing
Personalized YouTube
Channel
Total

22

55.0

Valid
Percent
55.0

18

45.0

45.0

40

100.0

100.0

Cumulative
Percent
55.0
100.0

TABLE IV: IMPORTANT IS SOCIAL MEDIA TO EGOVENMENT AUTHORITY TO THEIR MARKETING EFFORTS
Social media to eGovenment authority to their marketing efforts

Valid

Frequency

Percent

Valid

Cumulative

2
18
20
40

5.0
45.0
50.0
100.0

Percent
5.0
45.0
50.0
100.0

Percent
5.0
50.0
100.0

Not at all
Somewhat important
Very important
Total

Most of the respondents are says “Very important” 50% (N= 9), 45% of the respondents are says
“Somewhat important” and least respondents 5% are says “Not at all” (N=2). Social media to
eGovernment authority to their marketing efforts are significant.
Most of the respondents are Customer acquisition, Banking Awareness and Customer support
which represents 100% (N=40) and ongoing engagement for 92.5% (N=37) and conversion of 75%
(N=30). E-Government primary objectives for marketing through social media, these objectives
are most advantageous of social media.
TABLE V: CURRENTLY MONITOR SOCIAL CONVERSATION

Valid

Currently monitor social conversation
Frequency Percent
Valid
Percent
Yes
36
90.0
90.0
4
10.0
10.0
No
Total

40

100.0

Cumulative
Percent
90.0
100.0

100.0

According to Table VI, the result shows that the represents of how to measure success and
monitor of social media marketing. Category / product interests are (N=12), Brand mentions and
fans/followers/likes (N=11), competitive brand monitors are (N=10), and Downloads and Retweets are (N=7) of measures ad monitor of social media marketing of aware about measures.
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TABLE VI: HOW DO YOU MEASURE SUCCESS AND MONITOR
How to you measure success * Monitor Cross tabulation
Count
Monitor
Brand
mentions
How to
you
measure
success

Fans/followers/likes

8

Competitive
brand
monitors
3

Re-tweets
Comments
Downloads
Share of conversation
Referrals
Total

0
0
0
3
0
11

4
0
0
2
1
10

Total

Category / product
interests

Retweets

0

0

11

0
5
2
2
3
12

0
0
5
2
0
7

4
5
7
9
4
40

As it is shown in Table VII, the highest percentage of respondents were “fairly familiar”,
representing 30% (N=12) which are the familiar with eGovernment of social media marketing.
The other respondents 27.5% are says “Just somewhat familiar” (N=11), “very familiar” 20%
(N=8), “Not at all familiar” 15% (N=6) and “Not sure” 60% (N=24). Social media marketing are
familiar with eGovernment.
TABLE VII : HOW FAMILIAR ARE YOU WITH “E-GOVERNMENT”

Valid

How familiar are you with ?e-government"
Valid
Frequency
Percent
Percent
Very familiar
8
20.0
20.0
Fairly familiar
12
30.0
30.0
Just somewhat familiar
11
27.5
27.5
Not at all familiar
6
15.0
15.0
Not sure
3
7.5
7.5
Total
40
100.0
100.0

Cumulative
Percent
20.0
50.0
77.5
92.5
100.0

TABLE VIII: HIGH A PRIORITY SHOULD IT BE FOR GOVERNMENT TO INVEST TAX DOLLARS IN MAKING
INFORMATION AND SERVICES AVAILABLE OVER THE INTERNET
How high a priority should it be for government to invest tax dollars in making
information and services available over the Internet

Valid

Frequency

Percent

Valid

Cumulative

Very high priority

4

10.0

Percent
10.0

Percent
10.0

High priority

5

12.5

12.5

22.5

Medium priority

10

25.0

25.0

47.5

Low priority

5

12.5

12.5

60.0

Very low priority

6

15.0

15.0

75.0

Not sure

10

25.0

25.0

100.0

Total

40

100.0

100.0

Copyright © 2015 Helvetic Editions LTD - All Rights Reserved
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According to Table VIII, most of the respondents 25% are says “Medium priority” and “Not
sure” (N=10), other respondents 15% are says “Very low priority” (N=6), 12.5% of the respondents
are says “High priority” and Low priority (N=5) and the least respondents 10% are says “Very
high priority” (N=4). So, therefore, high priority should be for a government to invest tax dollars
in making information and services available over the Internet.
It ranges from simple Web sites conveying only basic information to very complex sites that
transform the customary ways of delivering local services.
Model Summary
R Square
Adjusted R
Std. Error of the Estimate
Square
1
.972a
.945
.928
.160
a. Predictors: (Constant), Conversion, Evaluate, analyze and provide Action Plan for current Social Media
Campaign, Whatsapp (Smart phones application), LinkedIn, Video Market Campaign, Twitter, Evaluate,
analyze and provide Action Plan for new Social Media Campaign for in-house development and
management other, Ongoing engagement, Instagram (web & Smart phones application)
b. Dependent Variable: Social media to eGovenment authority to their marketing efforts
Model

R

ANOVAb
Model
Sum of Squares
Df
Mean Square
F
Sig.
1
Regression
13.129
9
1.459
56.767
.000a
Residual
.771
30
.026
Total
13.900
39
a. Predictors: (Constant), Conversion, Evaluate, analyze and provide Action Plan for current Social Media
Campaign, Whatsapp (Smart phones application), LinkedIn, Video Market Campaign, Twitter, Evaluate,
analyze and provide Action Plan for new Social Media Campaign for in-house development and
management other, Ongoing engagement, Instagram (web & Smart phones application)
b. Dependent Variable: Social media to eGovenment authority to their marketing efforts

Model

1

(Constant)
Twitter
LinkedIn
Instagram (web & Smart
phones application)
Whatsapp (Smart phones
application)
Evaluate, analyze and
provide Action Plan for
current Social Media
Campaign
Evaluate, analyze and
provide Action Plan for
new Social Media
Campaign for in-house
development and
management other
Video Market Campaign

Coefficients
Unstandardized Coefficients

Standardized
Coefficients
Beta

T

Sig.

-.033
-.370
.014

9.208
-.320
-5.093
.113

.000
.751
.000
.911

B
3.613
-.055
-1.000
.024

Std. Error
.392
.172
.196
.214

-.385

.100

-.248

-3.847

.001

.174

.069

.132

2.514

.018

-.385

.100

-.306

-3.847

.001

.479

.094

.404

5.092

.000

Copyright © 2015 Helvetic Editions LTD - All Rights Reserved
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Ongoing engagement
-3.222E-15
.196
.000
.000
Conversion
-.024
.085
-.018
-.284
a. Dependent Variable: Social media to eGovenment authority to their marketing efforts
Residuals Statistics
Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Std. Deviation
Predicted Value
1.00
3.09
2.45
.580
Residual
-.441
.385
.000
.141
Std. Predicted Value
-2.499
1.109
.000
1.000
Std. Residual
-2.748
2.405
.000
.877
a. Dependent Variable: Social media to eGovenment authority to their marketing efforts

1.000
.779

N
40
40
40
40

FIGURE:2: DEPENDENT VARIABLE: SOCIAL MEDIA TO EG OVERNMENT AUTHORITY TO THEIR MARKETING EFFORTS.

TABLE IX : AWARENESS AND PREFERENCE OF SERVICES THAT ARE PROMOTED ON SOCIAL MEDIA SITES
Descriptive Statistics
Mean
Deliver updates about services
Promote services and offers
Add value to the conversation
Entertain
Respond to requests
Provide utility/solve a problem
None of the above
Monitor

1.15
1.00
1.25
1.30
1.45
1.40
1.88
2.38

Std.
Deviation
.362
.000
.439
.464
.504
.496
.335
1.079

N
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

There is significant relationship between awareness and preference of services that are
promoted on social media sites. So therefore, null hypothesis is rejected (H0).
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TABLE X : MESSAGE DIFFUSION
Descriptive Statistics
Mean
How do you measure success
How often does eGovernment create
new social media content

Std.
Deviation
1.783
.877

3.28
2.50

N
40
40

Correlations
How do you
measure success
How do you measure success

How often does
eGovernment create new
social media content

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

1
40
.221
.170
40

How often does
eGovernment create new
social media content
.221
.170
40
1
40

Message diffusion significantly helps to sustain group affiliation. There is significant
relationship between measure success and eGovernment create new social media content. So the
null rejected and (H1) is hypothesis is accepted.
Being proactive within a network significantly empower social capital expansion. There is
significant relationship between social graph data about individual consumers with their social
media efforts and high priority should be for government to invest tax dollars in making
information and services available over the internet. So the alternate of null hypothesis is
accepted (H1).
TABLE XI. EMPOWER SOCIAL CAPITAL EXPANSION
Descriptive Statistics
Mean
Does eGovernment capture social graph data about individual
consumers with their social media efforts
How high a priority should it be for government to invest tax dollars
in making information and services available over the Internet

2.00

Std.
Deviation
.816

N
40

3.85

1.688

40

Correlations

Does eGovernment capture social

Pearson Correlation

Does
eGovernment
capture social
graph data about
individual
consumers with
their social media
efforts
1

How high a priority
should it be for
government to
invest tax dollars in
making information
and services
available over the
Internet
.800**
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graph data about individual
Sig. (2-tailed)
consumers with their social media
N
40
efforts
How high a priority should it be for
Pearson Correlation
.800**
government to invest tax dollars in
Sig. (2-tailed)
.000
making information and services
N
40
available over the Internet
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

.000
40
1
40

VIII. CONCLUSION
Citizen feedback throughout e-government utilize of social media does not result in
governmental change. Government articles using social media do not have an agreed-upon longterm goal for the communication they seek with citizens. The use of social media marketing
campaign in e-government differs by social culture and form of government.
Additionally, future research on social media in e-Government is desirable in the areas of
strategies and objectives, categorization of e-Government applications, and policy-making. For
objectives and strategy, research is needed on the long-range plans for citizen participation and
involvement. Such planning will help outline future strategy and fill the vacuum caused by the
current lack of definitive goals and objectives. This is important because governments all over the
world are presently working on comparable e-Government proposals. More work on social media
and e-Government policies is still needed since the use of these technologies is changing rapidly.
Government regulations have been traditionally slow to hold up with the information age. As the
strategies for government use of social media harden over time, policy makers must keep
rapidity.
The latest marketing trends of social media plays, the eGovernment Authority interacted
directly with its viewers of different age groups through interactive tools like “Facebook”,
“YouTube”, “Twitter”, and ever more has its own personal blog. The E-Government has been
responsible for the progression in technology of developing countries. Without e-Government,
developing countries will be left behind when it comes to technology because almost every day.
Developing countries now have the opportunity to better themselves through electronics and
make their society be more advanced and more efficient than ever before. By using social media
as a key part of its marketing campaigns, it is capable to attain one of its key target audiences,
young people more easily and can express its messages in a format that suits the audience. To
assist it accomplished clear brand awareness through its campaigns, it has invented highly
structured strategies to make sure all its campaigns and activities are carried out to the same
high standard.

IX. RECOMMENDATION
Create a business page on Facebook, and other social platforms, and ensure to complete all
information requested in order to gain maximum exposure on social networks. Google+ and
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register a local business/place. Having a social presence allows businesses to not only increase
online visibility, but also manage online reviews of the business.
Engage Fans and Followers on Social Networks Post simple concise and short updates. Picture
sharing on social networks generates more engagement (likes, comments and shares) than text
only posts.
Ensure that any links shared on social networks are relevant to the audience. Tweak headlines
and website descriptions on Facebook.
It is important to maintain engagement with social audiences and post regularly. To avoid
cannibalizing previous posts, and overwhelming fans, space social updates out throughout the
day.
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Abstract
In this paper a new approach to determine criteria for hospital site selection in an efficient and reliable way
is presented. It is based on environmental indices and multi-criteria decision-making methods. The
technique combines the criteria and sub-criteria by means of the Analytic Hierarchy Process method and
interpreting the information obtained from the experts during the decision-making process. The AHP which
is the most appropriate for the analysis of uncertain data, like experts’ estimations and also, it allows the
aggregation of the experts’ judgments on each of the indicators. The method has been applied to the
proposal is for determining most important criteria to select the suitable land for construction.
The participating experts coincided with the appreciation that the method proposed in this paper is useful
and an improvement from traditional techniques such as environmental impact studies, lifecycle analysis,
etc. They find the results obtained coherent, the process seems sufficiently rigorous and precise, and the
use of resources is significantly less than in other methods.

Key Words
Site Selection, Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis, Analytic Hierarchy Process,, Hospital Land.

I. INTRODUCTION
Criteria selection plays a crucial role to hospital construction and management. An appropriate
criteria selection helps optimizing the medical resources allocation, the urban and rural health
service development coordination, facilitate health care accessibility, rescue time reduction,
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satisfy and promote the life quality [1].
Many studies have been conducted for hospital site selection. Perry and Gesler (2002) [2] tried
to find out the residents’ access to the health care center in a distant area of Andean Bolivia.
Hare and Barcus (2007) investigated geographical distributions, travel times, and the relevance
of accessibility and health in the heart-related hospitals in Kentucky [3].
In terms of hospital site location and selection, many factors should be taken into account such as
the population, pollution, existing health centers, geological factors, economic factors,
government policies and administrative laws and regulations. Nobre et al. (1999) assessed
priorities in health care by using a multi-criteria analysis [4]. Ohta et al. (2007) has analyzed the
geographical accessibility of neurosurgical emergency hospitals in his study [5].
Cheng-Ru et al. (2007) implemented an AHP-based evaluation model to choose the optimal site
for the Taiwanese hospital [6]. In their study, they adopted 6 criteria including, factor conditions,
demanded conditions, firm strategy, related supporting industries, government and chance and
their sub-criteria as well.
Ali &Ebrahim (2011) has classified the criteria adopted from previous studies into 3 categories
based on hospital type and scale (Table1) [7].
TABLE1: CLASSIFYING CRITERIA TO THREE CATEGORIES

Hospital type and scale

General hospital

Children hospital

Professional medicine and cure hospital
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Criteria
Capture rate of population, current and
projected population density, travel
time, proximity to major commuter and
public transit routes, distance from
arterials, distance from other hospitals,
anticipated impact on existed hospitals,
land
cost,
contamination,
sociodemographics of service area.
Conformity to surrounding region,
incremental
operating
costs,
site
purchase cost, travel time, proximity to
public transport, traffic routes, site
ownership, site shape, site gradient,
ground conditions (soils/rock), access,
ease of patient flow and staff movement,
existing infrastructure and availability
of services, perimeter buffer zone,
environmental considerations, future
population and prominence.
proximity to future expansion space,
consistency with city zoning/policies,
compatibility with surrounding uses,
character and scale, cost of site control,
helicopter access, local community
preferences, accessibility, centrality,
environment, land ownership, size and
future population and prominence.
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Zhou & Wu (2012), in their study they have identified eight-factor criteria in the new hospital
which oriented as a general hospital. The specific buffer requirements for these factor criteria are
shown in Table 2 [1].
TABLE2: LIST OF BUFFER FACTORS

Factor

Setting
The further away from the existing
hospital (>=500m), the better
The nearer away from the residential
area, the better
The nearer away from the road
(>=100m), the better
The nearer away from the street
(>=100m), the better
The nearer away from the sub-street
(>=100m), the better
The nearer away from the metro
station (>=100m), the better
The further away from the river
(>=300m), the better
The further away from the public
toilet (>=200m), the better

Existing hospital
Residential area
Road
Street
Sub-street
Metro
River
Public toilet

In the following table, the other authors’ opinion about affected factor for hospital constructions
has been listed.
TABLE3: AFFECTED CRITERIA IN DETERMINING SUITABLE SITE

Author
Salomon
Jacobso and Evans
Geurs and Wee
Hsu et al
Zondag et al
Fahmi, et al
Pupo et al
Mittal and Kashyap
Akgun and Turk

Factor
Population, ecological processes and biodiversity
Geological factors
Land accessibility
Geological factors
Land accessibility
Land strategy
Geological factors
Land strategy
Geographical locations, intensity of the built area,

The complexity of assessment for selecting a suitable site for construction
as a project becomes more and more complex; their impact assessment also becomes more
complex. This has led several authors to discuss the reliability and accuracy of the decisionmaking tool for ranking different alternatives when they show complex interactions [8].
Selecting the most appropriate site for constructing projects can be included in this category.
According to [9], [10], [11], [12], they are projects with significant and complex environmental
impacts. On the other hand, they are projects with long life cycles in which the biggest impacts
Copyright © 2015 Helvetic Editions LTD - All Rights Reserved
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mainly occur during the exploitation phase. The exploitation phase may last several decades
which makes it difficult to assess its values. Thus, techniques are necessarily based on estimates
and assumptions for the determination of the most relevant impacts. Another drawback when
making decisions on different projects, as the results obtained from the assessment process for
each decision are not comparable. Actually, each assessment team may take into consideration
different environmental impacts [13]. But even if they select the same impacts for all the
alternatives, a second problem is how to compare alternatives that stand out in the analysis of
different environmental impacts.
To solve such problems the most widely used approaches are those that combine a simpler
procedure of data collection and clustering of the results into indices [14]. The differences among
these indices can be grouped into two index design strategies:


How to estimate the relationship between the activity



How to cluster the results of the estimates into one single value

For obviating these kind of limitation so, in order to build better relationships and classification
among criteria the Analytic Hierarchy Process has been offered. In the present work an approach
based on the experts´ judgments classifying the criteria and sub criteria is accomplished. The
experts help to classify different alternatives according to the environmental pressure that the
alternatives will exert along their life cycle if they are implemented. [14]. The experts select the
indicators depending on the characteristics of the project and the conditions of the local and
general environment, and the estimated environmental impacts resulting from the
environmental pressure of each alternative. In order to cluster all judgments a new technique
based on Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA), namely the Analytic Hierarchy Process, is
proposed in the present work. This method, is particularly suitable for problems with little and
uncertain information, using qualitative criteria which are connected together [15].

II. THE USE OF MCDM TECHNIQUES TO CHOOSE SUITABLE CRITERIA FOR SITE SELECTION
Authors like [16] or [8] have indicated the importance of accurately modeling reality when
making decisions on Projects. The selection of the indicators (which will act as criteria) and how
they are assessed and clustered to calculate the indices should be done carefully to maximize the
correlation between the index values obtained and the quality to be measured.
MCDM techniques are very appropriate to solve this type of problems. The expression MCDM is
used as an umbrella term to describe a number of formal approaches which seek to take explicit
account of multiple criteria in helping individuals or groups explore decisions that matter [17].
More information about MCDM can be found in [17], [18].
Several authors introduce the use of MCDM techniques for assessment. Many of them focus on
the use of the Analytic Hierarchy Process [19] which has been accepted as a leading multicriteria decision model [20], [16], [21] to assign priorities to the criteria or indicators involved.
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III. THE ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS TECHNIQUE
An “objective function” that should be either maximized or minimized, is normally referred to
in order to resolve difficult optimization problems as adopted by mathematical models. Briefly, it
entails a function in a certain number of decision variables, which are combined with some
decision criteria and hence constitute of formal algebraic expression. Unfortunately these models
may be applied in presence of simple cases, under restrictive simplifying hypotheses that greatly
reduce their applicability AHP (Saaty, 1980) embodies a powerful and flexible multi-criteria
decision-making tool for complex problems where both quantitative and qualitative aspects need
to be considered. This represents, indeed, the most important characteristic and the benefit of
such a tool. AHP is preferable whenever one has to represent complex situations without
simplifying them. To be more precise, the most valuable benefits can be perceived when a
problem is defined in terms of intangible characteristics or if the involved variables show a high
degree of non-homogeneity [22].
Briefly, the AHP technique uses the “decomposition and synthesis” approach. A complex
decision may be represented easily if its factors are arranged into a hierarchical structure,
having a certain number of levels from the root (objective) to the leaves (alternatives), with the
intermediate levels constituted by the ostensive sub-criteria [23]. Having successfully completed
this first phase, the method does a pair wise comparison of all elements belonging to a certain
level with respect to the parent element in the upper level. Criteria are then compared to each
other with respect to the global objective of the analysis. With incorporation of this method we
derive a series of comparison (or decision) squared arrays and, finally, a priority vector that
measures the relative degree of importance of all possible alternatives (the leaves). Theoretically,
AHP methodology can be used whenever a problem can be condensed to a hierarchical
representation consisting of at least two levels:
(1) Evaluation criteria – those elements that allow taking a decision;
(2) Alternatives – those elements that influence the evaluation criteria.
Reassuming the analysis starts with the definition of the problem, consisting of a target and of
a variable number of possible solutions (the alternatives). The procedure can be summarized as
follows:
(1) Definition of the goal and identification of the criteria and alternatives influencing it;
(2) Construction of the hierarchical structure, starting from the global objective and stepping
down to the alternatives, via all the intermediate levels;
(3) Construction of the decision matrices to report all the evaluations deriving from the
assessed pair wise comparisons;
(4) Calculations of the priority vector for all the evaluation criteria;
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(5) Iteration of steps 3 and 4 for all the alternatives at all levels;
(6) Derivation of the final priority ranking;
Based on the hierarchical structure, a method to determine the intensity by which the elements
of a level weight on each node in the upper level must be fixed at the beginning. This ensures the
possibility to quantify the impact of the lowest levels on the final target of the analysis. This is
reached through interviewing a sample of expert operators regarding the problem that has to be
solved. Each question should consider a group of alternatives with respect to the parent criteria
in the proximately upper level. A predetermined conversion scale is required in order to give a
numerical judgment during such a qualitative assessment procedure. We can adopt a judgment
scale based on nine degrees of importance, as the one reported, if the involved elements are
homogeneous and that their relative weights do not differ more than nine times. An example is
that illustrated by table IV. The nine-point scale has often been used whenever the hierarchical
approach could be followed, and proved to be quite reliable. Put in a nutshell this approach the
scale is constructed based on five elements:
(1)Equal; (2) Moderate; (3) Strong; (4) Very strong; and (5) Extreme.
TABLE4: SAATY’S NINE POINT SCALE
Value
1
3

Judgment
Equal
Moderate

5
7

Strong
Very strong

9
2,4,6,8

Extreme
Intermediate
values

Description
Two alternatives share the same level of importance
Experience and judgment favours one alternative
with respect to the other in little measure
Experience and judgment strongly favour one attribute over another
Experience and judgment tell that one alternative is much more
important than the other
The difference of importance is extreme
Used if more precision is needed

Evaluate the correctness and the consistency of the given paid wise comparisons, by means of
an inconsistency ratio (IR) [24]. The judgments can be considered acceptable if any only if IR #
0.1.

IV. SELECTION OF THE CRITERIA
Criteria are variables that justify or explain the environmental impact on making decision to
select the most suitable site for project. They are chosen depending on the characteristics of the
alternatives. It is necessary to have enough information about the chosen criteria so as to allow
for comparison among the alternatives.
For environmental assessment the criteria used belong to a set of environmental Indicators
which was obtained following the experts’ opinions. Then, the experts discussed the whole set
and agreed the indicator that exert the greatest influence on the final decision and the least
discrepancy among experts.
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Thus, the indicators selected as main criteria for the AHP are: Land Accessibility, Geological
Factor, Land Strategy and Population. And sub criteria are; Density, Distance from Earthquake,
Fault Line, Flood, Future Expansion, Future Population Government Planning, Ownership, Site
Orientation, Supporting Industrial, Transit, Travel Time and Volcano.
The complex task of representing the evaluation problem as a structure of interdependent
elements distributed into clusters can be decomposed into the following steps: (i) to identify the
elements (alternatives and criteria), (ii) to group them into clusters and for our case study the
following with structure three clusters has been built:

FIGURE 1: HIERARCHICAL STRUCTURE

The four criteria were grouped into one cluster as main criteria, and another cluster with
fourteen indicators have been classified as a sub criteria.

V. CALCULATION OF AHP
The selection of the five experts was based on their expertise in the area of projects and their
relationship with environmental issues applied to urban planning projects. The experts were
interviewed and they were informed on the AHP methodology and its applications in alternatives’
prioritization. Subsequently, they were informed on the characteristics of the alternatives to
analyze
After solving any questions asked by the experts, a questionnaire was designed using paired
questions in order to allow for the comparison analysis. The result of the pair wise comparison
has been depicted in Table 5.
The results show that the alternatives with the highest impact are the Transit which is related
to land accessibility. The Flood, Future population and density which are related to Geological
factor and population are in second level respectively.
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TABLE 5: WEIGHT’S OF EACH CRITERIA

Goal

Main Criteria

Sub Criteria

Goal
Main Criteria
Main criteria for site
0
selection
Geological factor
0.1217
Land accessibility
0.2567
Land strategy
0.0264
Population
0.0950
Density
0.0475
Distance from
0.00235
Earthquake
0.00325
Fault line
0.0371
Flood
0.0777
Future expansion
0.0132
Future population
0.0475
Government planning 0.0051
Ownership
0.0046
Site orientation
0.0010
Supporting industrial 0.0244
Transit
0.220
Travel time
0.0122
Volcano
0.0036

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new approach to prioritize urban planning projects in an efficient and
reliable way based on environmental variable. The method consists of the determining the
indicator by using expert opinion during decision making process and applying AHP to prioritize
which indicator that has more important affect.
The experts have identified the indicators to be used as AHP criteria. The selected criteria are
Geological factor, Land accessibility, land strategy and population. The experts have determined
the importance of the AHP criteria, the relationships among criteria, and the relationships
between the criteria and alternatives. The resulting data show that transit is the most important
environmental pressure factor, and the distance from is alternative which exerts the least
environmental pressure on the area.
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Abstract
This study explores the prospective teacher educators’ awareness towards the key components of Neuro Linguistic
Programming (NLP). NLP is “the study of the structure of the subjective experience”. it is ‘individual difference’ that
differentiates the students in their academic achievement. The learning style survey recognizes the idea of an
individual’s learning tendencies. Thus the knowledge on identification of ‘individual difference’ among the students is
required for a teacher. It is suggested for school administers to use NLP in schools for ‘establishing rapport’ with
students, staff, and the community. If teacher educators learn to establish and maintain rapport with students, they
could make their academic career victorious. ‘Emotional and cognitive boosters’ is to bring an emotional environment to
evoke the learners engagement. NLP view is that it is better to develop ‘flexibility’ to learn through several different
strategies, rather than rigidly using one. Elicitation, by definition, refers to evoking a state by one’s behaviour. So
teacher educators, by having the knowledge of elicitation, could elicit the right response from the learner. Hence this
paper focuses with Individual difference, Rapport creation, Emotional and Cognitive boosters, Flexibility, and Elicitation
& of prospective teacher educators. By adopting normative survey method, this study was conducted with a sample of
45 prospective teacher educators studying at the Department of Educational Technology, Bharathidasan University,
Truchirappalli. A research tool, on ‘Neuro Linguistic Programming Awareness Assessment Scale’ (NLPAAS) developed
and validated by the investigators, was used for data collection. Differential statistics were used for the analysis of
data. Findings reveal that prospective teacher educators are to improve their knowledge on NLP.

Key Words
Neuro Linguistic Programming, Individual difference, Rapport creation, Emotional and Cognitive boosters,
Flexibility, and Elicitation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) was developed in 1970s by Richard Bandler, and
JohnGrinder, Santa Cruz (Bostic St.Clair & Grinder, 2001) quoted by Tosey and Mathison (2010).
They started to study the structure of subjective excellence. Because they were disturbed with
the question: what makes the difference between the merely skilled people and the people who
excel in life? To find out answer for the question, they observed the excellence of the excellent
people in life and found the concept “Neuro Linguistic Programming”. The title `NLP’ reflects the
principle that a person is a whole mind-body system, with consistent, patterned connections
between neurological processes(`neuro’), language (`linguistic') and learned behavioural
strategies (`programming’) (Dilts et al 1980:2) cited by Tosey & Mathison(2010). Baker and
Rinvolucri (2005) defined NLP as ‘a complex set of beliefs, skills and behaviours that can help a
person communicate more accurately, effectively and respectfully’ quoted by Winch (2005). O
Connor and Seymour (1993) describe NLP as "the art and science of personal excellence art
because everyone brings their unique personality and style to what they do Science because there
is a method and process for discovering the patterns used by outstanding individuals in any field
to achieve outstanding results. This process is called modeling, and the patterns, skills and
techniques are being used increasingly in counseling, education and business for more effective
communication, personal development and accelerated learning" Cited by (Trevor, 2005). “NLP is
the art and science of excellence” is a definition by O’Connor and Semmour (1994) cited by Heap
(2008). NLP is defined as “an approach to language teaching which is claimed to help achieve
excellence in learner performance” (Millroad, 2004).A common alternative definition for NLP, by
Dilts et al (1980), is “the study of the structure of the subjective experience” cited by Tosey and
Mathison (2008). Then the NLPist introduced the idea of Modeling to achieve the same result
and become successful in life (If one can achieve something, anybody can achieve that with the
same strategy). It is not exception to education field also.
NLP can also be viewed in strategic perspectives too. In the United Kingdom, pilgrims conducts
courses for ESL (English as Second Language) teachers wanting to use NLP. Topics include
effective communication, developing rapport, recognizing and working with all learning styles,
improving their effectiveness, goal setting and information gathering (Pilgrims, 2005) cited by
Winch (2005). NLP is said to encourage English Language Teachers to come up with ways to
deliver the programmes and supply even more variety in their teaching styles (Tompkins and
Baker, 2005) cited by Winch (2005).
A study of teacher trainer workshops run to enhance teachers’ awareness of NLP in classroom
discourse had similar findings, this time for the students (Winch, 2005). In the past 40 years or
so, a great number of learning-style researchers have made a strong claim that students can
achieve better academic results when their preferred learning styles are congruent with teaching
style (Barbe & Swassing, 1979; Carbo, 1983; Quinn, 1993; Ford & Chen, 2001; Mangino & Griggs,
2003; Lovelace, 2005) cited by Ren, (2013). Mally (1989) and Dilts (1990) have further developed
a spelling strategy for children based on NLP. Results from this research indicate that training
groups using NLP showed significant improvements in spelling from pre to post test compared to
controlled group (Kudliskis, Voldis & Burden, Robert, 2009).
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NLP techniques were also successfully applied to other fields such as management, medicine,
sports, business, law, and education (Karunaratne, 2010; Tosey, Mathison, & Michelli, 2005). But
education especially “Teaching” in this world is highly regarded as noble profession since it is
educating and generating the future citizens. Such a noble profession ‘Teaching’ deals with the
young minds with the characteristics such as creativity, hard work, aspiring for great
achievements and enthusiastic, etc... On the other hand, teachers face everyday a bundle of
problems in their classroom or in their workplace due to their lack of teaching competency.
Students in the classroom also differ in their internal processing system. So it is a high time for
teachers to know NLP, learn NLP and use NLP techniques tactically in order to make TeachingLearning process effective both for the teachers as well as learners. Effective utilization of NLP
and its techniques will pave the way for the growth and development of teaching – learning
process.
Blackerby (2002) believes that students know how to learn in the classroom and perform the
academic tasks assigned to them and often they do not; and a large number of students have
been traumatized by their inability to succeed in school. This kind of thoughts emerged the
concept called ‘Individual difference’ based on their learning styles. Each student differs from
others. To cope up with their learning styles, NLP offers techniques to influence the students.
Numerous studies recognize the importance of teacher skills development, particularly in the
areas of management, levels of interaction, questioning, positive atmosphere, teacher
expectations and challenges (Churchs, 2009).
NLP has greatly contributed to develop the teachers with these skills. Recent developments in
education field stress the importance of teaching and effective classroom behaviours to achieve
success. In Indian classroom, students from heterogeneous are normally distributed with
reference to their intelligence and other demographic variables like age, gender, locality and
educational qualification. Hence, the investigators concentrated on the relevant components such
as Individual difference, rapport creation, emotional and cognitive boosters, flexibility, and
elicitation which are found to be effective for classroom behaviours to deal with mixed group of
students.
Teacher educators were chosen from the Department of Educational Technology,
Bharathidasan University in which students are from different geographical locations and multisocioeconomic background. They are the future teachers and teacher educators too. So, they could
be the representative of the population. If a teacher educator possesses certain skills and
teaching competence, in turn teachers who shall be produced shall win the confidence of their
students. Effective teaching requires fostering good relationship with learners. Learners open
their minds to the teacher who rules their hearts and souls (Pishghadam, Shayesteh, Shapoori,
2011).
Creating rapport with learners is essential to be an effective teacher in this modern era. Neuro
Linguistic Programming and its related applications can be effectively applied to improving the
educational outcomes of students, teachers, administrators, and students’ community. Using
NLP principles one can utilize behavioral flexibility approach to the educational process in new
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and exciting directions (Sumrall, 2010). But our teaching system still is fond of following the very
old traditional methods which make their mind create a vast gap between the teacher and
students. To change the conservative attitude instilled in the mind of the teachers, creating
rapport with the students and behavioral flexibility are now considered to be fundamental and
effective in teaching learning process.
The study on “validation of an NLP Scale and its relationship with Teacher Success in High
schools” by Pishghadam Reza, Shayesteh Shaghayegh, Shapoori Mitra in 2011 with a sample of
175 EFL (English as Foreign Language) teachers, aged between 18 – 48 years and ranging from 1
to 22 years of teaching experience reveals the significant positive relationship between NLP and
Teacher success. Results of the study reveal that eight factors namely Flexibility, Anchoring,
Elicitation, Modeling, Individual Differences, Leading, Establishing Rapport and Emotional and
Cognitive Boosters represent the underlying structure of the NLP instrument.
The findings of the study also suggest use of NLP factors in education. “Learners and
professional educators can apply these tools to virtually any aspect of learning and teaching: Selfmanagement, presentation skills, use of language for precise communication, study skill,
classroom management, and teaching design and so on. Many practical applications to teaching
are described by Churches and Terry (2007) cited by Tosey and Mathison (2008). In that way,
NLP may contribute to teacher success and hence the study makes its attempt to ascertain the
awareness of teacher educators towards NLP for evolving certain productive policy decisions.

II. RESEARCH QUESTIONS




Does NLP contribute to teaching learning process?
Are teacher educators of Bharathidasan University aware of NLP and its applications?
Do Age, Gender, Teaching experience and Discipline play a role in determining the use of
NLP?

III. METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
Normative survey method is mostly used to find out the existing fact of the phenomena. This
study also engaged to find out the teacher educators’ awareness towards the key components of
NLP. Thus, the researchers chose normative survey method for the present study to collect the
data from teacher educators and to find out their awareness in NLP.

IV. SAMPLE OF THE STUDY
This study was conducted with a sample of 45 prospective teacher educators who pursue M.Ed
and M.Phil at the Department of Educational Technology, Bharathidasan University,
Truchirappalli. A Sample of 45 students was chosen by Simple random sampling technique for
the present study. Out of 45 samples, 20 teacher educators are male and 25 of them are female.
They belong to multi-disciplinary. The main reason for selecting teacher educators as sample of
this study is that they are prospective teacher trainers who are expected to set a good precedence
in terms of their educational practices before the teacher educators in colleges.
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V. CONSTRUCTION OF THE TOOL
The investigators developed the questionnaire namely “Neuro Linguistic Programming
Awareness Assessment Scale” (NLPAAS) with five dimensions such as Individual difference,
rapport creation, emotional and cognitive boosters, flexibility, and elicitation. The questionnaire
consists of 26 items representing all the five dimensions. [Individual difference (5 items), rapport
creation (5 items), emotional and cognitive boosters (5 items),, elicitation(5 items), flexibility(6
items). The questionnaire was set with the four options such as: ‘Strongly Agree’ ‘Agree’
‘Disagree’ ‘Strongly Disagree’.
For establishing face validity and content validity, the tool was subjected to the advice of a
panel of experts. Based on their expertise, the tool was fine-tuned with necessary modification.
Cronbach's Alpha test was adopted to measure the reliability of tool because Cronbach's alpha
test determines, how closely related a set of items are as a group or the internal consistency or
average correlation of items in a survey instrument to establish its reliability (Reynaldo & Santos
1999, Bruin, 2006). It is considered to be a measure of scale reliability. The reliability coefficient
for the tool is 0.612.

VI. RESULT & INTERPRETATION
Percentage analysis is normally used to compare one variable with other variables. Here
percentage analysis is made to compare the Teacher Educators’ awareness towards the key
components of NLP in detail based on the demographic variable. Comparison among the
components is also clearly understood with help of the percentage analysis.
TABLE I: THE PERCENTAGE OF TEACHER E DUCATORS’ RESPONSES ON STRONGLY AGREE
Dimensions

Sub
variables

Variables
Male
Female
Arts
2.Discipline Language
Science
Nil
1-5
years
3.Teaching
Above 5
experience
years
Total percentage
1. Gender

Individual
Difference
s (%)

Establishing
Rapport
(%)

Emotional
& Cognitive
Boosters
(%)

Flexibility
(%)

Elicitation
(%)

Total
(%)

67
76
62
74
72
74
68

63
75
67
77
69
70
74

78
86
82
82
88
84
82

66
65
65
69
69
71
67

65
74
72
76
71
77
70

68
75
70
76
74
75
72

77

68

85

76

78

77

72

70

83

69

73

Data analysis reveals that female teacher educators were found to have 75% of awareness
towards NLP where male teachers were aware of only 68% of NLP in the different dimensions. It
is found that from the above table the teacher educators were found to have 69% of awareness in
‘Flexibility”, 72% of awareness in ‘Individual Difference’, 70% of awareness in ‘Rapport Creation’,
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83% of awareness in ‘Emotional and Cognitive Boosters’ and 73% of awareness in ‘Elicitation’. It
can be inferred that Teacher Educators were aware of the importance of these components and
they are likely, to be flexible with students, to understand the individual difference among the
students, to elicit right responses from the students, and to create rapport with the students.
Student-teachers can be well-trained in their B.Ed programme to become a teacher with teaching
competency so that they can win the confidence of their students. knowledge of ‘Rapport
Creation’, ‘Emotional and Cognitive Boosters’, ‘Individual Difference’, ‘Flexibility’ and ‘Elicitation’
can be taught to the trainees along with effective class room management skills.
TABLE III: THE PERCENTAGE OF TEACHER EDUCATORS’ RESPONSES ON STRONGLY AGREE
Components
Individual Differences
Establishing Rapport
Emotional & Cognitive Boosters
Flexibility
Elicitation

Responses on “stronglyagree” (%)
24.11
26.1
43.6
19
22.1

It can be seen, from the above table, that Teacher educators are to have better awareness in
‘Elicitation’, ‘Flexibility’, compared to other components such as ‘Individual Difference’,
‘Establishing Rapport’ and ‘Emotional and Cognitive Boosters’. It is clear that a periodical
orientation is required to sharpen their skills of NLP mentioned alone.
TABLE IIIII: GENDER DIFFERENCE
Variable
Gender

Number

Mean

SD

Male

20

72.10

6.223

Female

25

79.00

7.450

T

Sig.(2– tailed)

3.317

0.002*

*SD = Standard Deviation
* Significant at 0.05 level
It can be seen from the above table that there is a significant gender difference (p=0.002,
t=3.317, p<0.05). The ‘p’ value for the variable ‘Gender’ 0.002 (t= -3.317, df= 43) is found
significant at 0.05 level. It shows that there exists a significant difference in the awareness of
NLP among prospective teacher educators in terms of their Gender.
Female teacher educators’ mean score is higher than that of their counterparts. Hence female
teacher educators were found to have better awareness of NLP than that of their counter parts.
This result is also supported by a study conducted by Pishghadam Reza, Shayesteh Shaghayegh,
Shapoori Mitra (2011). They state that gender is a related variable to study NLP. This difference
in terms of Gender in the present study is due to the demographic background of the sample.
Therefore, Gender plays a vital role in NLP studies.
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TABLE IVV: DIFFERENCE IN A GE, DISCIPLINE, AND TEACHING EXPERIENCE
Variables

NLP Key
components
awareness

Age

Between groups
Within groups

Discipline
Teaching
Experience

Sum of
square

df

Mean square

65.774

2

32.887

2531.026

42

60.263

Between groups
Within groups

120.449

2

60.225

2476.35

42

58.961

Between groups
Within groups

105.179

2

52.589

2491.621

42

59.329

F

Sig.

0.546

0.583

1.021

0.369

0.886

0.420

*df= degrees of freedom
* Significant at 0.05 level
The ‘p’ value for the variable ‘Age’ 0.583 (f = 0.546, df=2,42) is not significant at 0.05 level. It
shows that there is no significant difference in the awareness of NLP among prospective teacher
educators in terms of their Age. Though Pishghadam Reza, Shayesteh Shaghayegh, Shapoori
Mitra (2011) recommends that Age is also a related variable to NLP factors, the recommendation
is not fit to the sample of the present study. So age does not play any implications in this study.
The ‘p’ value for the variable ‘Discipline’ 0.369 (f= 1.021, df=2,42) is not significant at 0.05 level.
It indicates that there is no significant difference in the awareness of NLP among prospective
teacher educators in terms of discipline. Findings of the previous research with the same variable
state that language teachers have higher NLP awareness. Though result of the present study is
contradicting with ‘f’ test of the previous study, there lays a little difference in percentage
analysis regarding disciplines (Arts 70%, Language 76%, and Science 74%). Based on percentage
analysis, Language teachers have scored 76% which shows that they have higher NLP
awareness. So there is a difference in discipline but it is not so significant.
The ‘p’ value for the variable ‘teaching experience’ 0.420 (f= 0.886) is not significant at 0.05
level. It also indicates that there is no significant difference in the awareness of NLP among
prospective teacher educators in terms of teaching experience. The finding of pervious research
done by Pishghadam Reza, Shayesteh Shaghayegh, Shapoori Mitra (2011) with variable teaching
experience also says that there is a negative relationship between NLP and teaching experience
(r=-0.12, P<0.05). This adds strength to the present study to state that teaching experience do not
play a significant role in NLP.
Regression is a statistical measure that attempts to determine the strength of the relationship
between one dependent variable (usually denoted by Y) and a series of other changing variables
(known as independent variables). It is also a statistical process for estimating the relationships
among variables. Regression is calculated in the study to find out the influencing components of
NLP in teaching-learning process.
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TABLE V: REGRESSION ANALYSIS TO FIND OUT THE INFLUENCING COMPONENTS OF NLP

Model summary
Model

R

R Square

1

.988a

.976

Adjusted R
Square
.972

Std. Error of the
Estimate
1.275

a. Predictors: (Constant), elicitation, individual, rapport, flexibility, cognitive

ANOVA-b
Model
1

Regression
Residual
Total

Sum of
Squares
2533.427
63.373
2596.800

Df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

5
39
44

506.685
1.625

311.818

.000 a

a. Predictors: (Constant), elicitation, individual, rapport, flexibility, cognitive
b. Dependent Variable: total

Coefficientsa
Unstandardized
Coefficients

95.0% Confidence Interval
for B
t

Sig.

Lower
Bound

Upper Bound

1.086

.284

-1.849

6.136

.372

12.936

.000

.853

1.169

.103

.251

9.020

.000

.720

1.136

.888

.121

.253

7.312

.000

.643

1.134

flexibility

1.007

.075

.386

13.350

.000

.854

1.159

elicitation

1.026

.109

.302

9.417

.000

.806

1.247

Model
1

Standardized
Coefficients

B

Std. Error

(Constant)

2.143

1.974

individual

1.011

.078

rapport

.928

cognitive

Beta

a. Dependent Variable: total
It can be seen from the above model summary table, a value of R (0.988) indicates a good level
of prediction and the adjusted R Square (R2, the coefficient of determination) 0.972 indicates that
as many as 97.2%of variances could be predicated from different dimensions of NLP components
such as Individual Difference, Rapport Creation, Emotional and Cognitive Booster, Flexibility
and Elicitation in the test. It is the further indication that these components were found to be
effective for developing teaching competency of the Teacher Educators in their teaching-learning
process.
The ANVOA table shows that the independent variables statistically and significantly predict
the dependent variable, F(5, 39) = 311.818, p < .0005 (i.e., the regression model is a good fit of the
data).The multiple correlation co-efficient showed that there was a positive correlation among the
dimensions of NLP to develop teaching competency of teacher educators. Significant value .000
for all the five components in the coefficient table reveals that all the five components are equally
influencing components of NLP in teaching-learning process.
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VII. FINDINGS


Overall awareness of teacher educators towards the key components of Neuro Linguistic
Programming is 76%.



Female teacher educators have higher awareness towards the key components of NLP
than the male teacher educators.



Teacher educators studied language as their discipline is better in their NLP awareness
than teacher educators who opted for other disciplines.



It was found that teacher educators did not have adequate awareness on “flexibility”.



It was also found that teacher educators did not have adequate awareness in “rapport
creation” with the students.



The teacher educators were found to be aware of “emotional and cognitive booster”.



All the five components such as Individual difference, Rapport creation, Emotional and
Cognitive boosters, Flexibility, and Elicitation were found as equally contributing factors
of NLP to teaching-learning process.

VIII. IMPLICATIONS
This study is of helpful for teacher educators to develop their teaching competency by
utilizing NLP techniques. Teacher Educators, in general, have got only 69% of awareness in
‘Flexibility’ and it could be suggested to take extra effort to improve their tendency to be flexible
with the education system to achieve the outcome targeted. Further exploration of this study is
that Arts Teacher Educators are lacking in NLP awareness. Special attention could be given
teacher educators to develop NLP knowledge. As many as Teacher Educators have only 70% of
awareness in ‘Rapport Creation’ which is the need of the hour to deal with the students.
Individual Difference of the students needs to be considered in mind at the time of teachinglearning process. But Teacher Educators are aware of only 72% in Individual Difference. It could
be taken care of. It could be stated that Teacher Educators are aware of Emotional and Cognitive
Boosters. So the components such as Individual Difference, Rapport Creation, Emotional and
Cognitive Booster, Flexibility and Elicitation serve as techniques for effective teaching. By
adopting these components, Teacher Educators can improve their effective classroom behavior.
Another worthy contribution of this study to the educational field is that it will be of assistance
for policy makers to improve the teacher educators teaching competency by including NLP
techniques in the B.Ed. and M.Ed. curriculum.

IX. CONCLUSION
Yero (2001) believes that NLP will find a new way to education “a shift of focus”. Knowledge
about Neuro Linguistic Programming for a teacher is essential because it is much relevant to the
teaching field. For prospective teacher educators, based on this study, it is recommended to
stress the importance of making individual difference among the students, Elicitation, Emotional
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& Cognitive Boosters while teaching, being flexible at times and creating rapport with the
students and colleagues. Richard churchs (2009) also explains the need and importance of NLP
as research has reinforced the central importance of teaching - learning and effective classroom
behaviours in achieving school effectiveness along with the importance of leadership. As a
‘toolkit’ of approaches for developing personal effectiveness, influence and communication, NLP
offers a wide range of approaches to support existing pedagogy and practice.
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Abstract
This paper aims to examine the impact of strategy implementation drivers on projects effectiveness in NGOs.
Though, the ultimate purpose of this paper is to open directions for future studies, using a relatively small
sample, rather than to provide generalizable results and conclusive evidence. The study adopts quantitative
approach to investigate the strategy implementation drivers-projects effectiveness relationship. A questionnaire
was designed, validated and then distributed to a sample consisting of 25 NGOs working in the city of Warsaw.
The collected data was analyzed by statistical methods and manipulated using SPSS software. To test the
study propositions, regression and correlation statistical tests were used. The findings demonstrate that
strategy implementation drivers (including leadership, culture, structure and resources allocation) have strong
positive impact on projects effectiveness. Nevertheless, the small sample of the study limits the generalizability
of the findings. Hence, it is strongly recommended to conduct future studies in this direction using larger
sample.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) also called as nonprofit organizations and charitable
organizations, provide projects and services to vulnerable individuals and societies. Depending on
financial support coming from governments, international institutions and other sources, the
main role of NGOs is to implement development projects among communities. Recently, there
has been a dramatic growth of the importance of this sector because of its economic value added
in developing communities and due to its execution of programs and projects representing the
interests of development sponsors (Salamon, 1997).
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Nowadays, NGOs realize the importance of implementing strategies and plans to meet the
changes in their operating environment. Strategy implementation as a dynamic process is of
extreme necessity to NGOs since these organizations work in an environment featured by
complexity, instability, change and unpredictability. Thus, NGOs can gain more advantages in
terms of effectiveness, efficiency and overall performance if they implement their strategies in a
proper manner.
Strategy formulation only is not sufficient for NGOs to succeed in their turbulent working
environment. It is necessary to transform the formulated strategies into actions. Several
management researchers and scholars claimed that in order to achieve a successful stage of
strategy implementation and a desirable level of performance, many impeders or drivers need to
be taken into account. A poor strategy implementation can be referred to weak leadership, lack of
resources, lack of good communication channels and bad organizational structure (Beer and
Eisenstat, 2000; Aaltonen and Ikävalko, 2002). Since strategy implementation drivers affect
strategy implementation itself, this implies that they also might have an impact on the general
performance.
Although literature on strategy is considerable, very little amount of empirical studies have
been conducted on strategy implementation in NGOs (Stone et al., 1999). The research that has
been done in this area focused mainly on environmental factors that affect organizational
determinants, which in turns, affect strategy implementation. Also, few studies on strategy
addressed the impact of strategy implementation drivers on NGOs performance. For instance,
Bailey (1992), Kushner and Poole (1996) mentioned that the centralization of NGOs structure
and the administration systems impact the degree to which strategy is implemented and the
level of effectiveness. Also, Murray et al. (1992) and Golensky (1993) found that the forms of
relationships inside NGOs affect their effectiveness. Therefore, this study is an attempt to enrich
the literature of NGOs strategy and performance.

II. STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
Strategy implementation is thought to be the most troublesome stage of the strategic
management process. For Carpenter and Sanders (2009), strategy implementation is a process of
executing all the necessary activities to achieve what has been planned. According to Thompson
and Strickland (2003), strategy implementation is a major stage of the strategic management
process. They viewed it as a process that transforms the formulated strategy into a set of
activities and then make sure that the organization’s objectives are effectively accomplished as
planned. Similarly, strategy implementation has been defined by Ehlers and Lazenby (2007) as a
process that turns the strategic plans into a gathering of actions and activities and confirms that
they are executed in a proper way so as to achieve objectives. Strategy implementation as a
process deals with building yearly objectives, programs and budgets in order to facilitate
strategies (David, 2011). Bower et al. (1991) said that the implementation includes components
need to be established such as short term objectives, programs, procedures and budgets. Wheelen
and Hunger (2006) stressed out that when an organization has its strategies and goals settled, it
has to place them into actions through developing operational objectives, programs, budgets and
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procedures.
Based on the review of the literature, we can say that there are a huge number of definitions of
strategy implementation. These definitions can been classified into two perspectives: process and
behavioral. Table 1 summarizes some of the definitions based on these two perspectives.
TABLE 1: DEFINITIONS OF S TRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
Perspective
Process
Perspective

Definition
Strategy implementation is a process that
1) turns activities into assignments (Kotler, 1984).
2) is profoundly complex and interactive with numerous variables (Wernham, 1985).
3) is lively through which organizations recognize future opportunities (Reid, 1989).
4) takes longer than formulation (Hrebiniak, 2006).
5) implements strategies, polices, programs which enable an organization to best utilize
its resources (Harrington, 2006).
6) is viewed as an action-oriented process that needs control (Govindarajan, 1988).

Behavioral
Perspective

Strategy implementation is:
1) a set of interventions concerning organizational structure, key staff activities and
control framework intended to examine performance with respect to desired outputs
(Hrebiniak and Joyce, 1984).
2) managerial interventions that adjust organizational activity with strategic purpose
(Wooldridge and Floyd, 1992).
3) high-level leadership behaviors and practices that transform a working plan into a
cement reality (Schaap, 2006).

III. STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION DRIVERS
Since strategy implementation is the most difficult stage in the strategic management process,
the implementation process can be effective only with the consideration of some drivers. The
literature reveals some organizational factors associated with the effective implementation of
strategies, such as: organizational structure (Drazin and Howard, 1984); leadership (Gupta and
Govindarajan, 1984; Nutt, 1983); and communication (Workman, 1993). Wheelen and Hunger
(2006) mentioned that the process of strategy implementation includes changes in the culture,
the structure and the organization's system. The literature also uncovers that there are many
schemes to execute strategies in organizations. One of the most cited implementation frameworks
was presented by Waterman et al. (1980). The writers stressed out that successful strategy
implementation is fundamentally linked to the following elements: strategy, staff, structure,
skills, systems, subordinate goals and style. Hambrick and Cannella (1989) proposed another
implementation framework in which they highlighted the important role of communication when
implementing strategies. Also, Skivington and Daft (1991) identified important components to be
considered in strategy implementation. The components are assents, interactions, structure and
systems. Yip (1992) suggested another framework composed of four elements: culture, structure,
individuals and managerial procedures.
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Finally, it can be concluded that several strategy implementation frameworks developed by
Stonich (1982), Hrebiniak and Joyce (1984), Reed and Buckley (1988), Alexander (1991), Judson
(1995), Miller and Dess (1996) and Thompson and Strickland (2003) addressed the fact that
strategy implementation success is connected mainly to leadership, organizational culture,
hierarchical structure and resources allocation.
A. Leadership
Leadership is the capability to influence individuals to achieve defined objectives. According to
Hitt et al. (2011), strategic leadership significantly contributes to strategy implementation and
the overall performance of organizations. Strategists have a vital role to play by exercising
leadership to mobilize the resources of the organization and guiding others toward a definitive
objective. Alexander (1985) found that leadership is one of the vital drivers of the strategy
implementation activities. This has been confirmed by Beer and Eisenstat (2000) who clarified
that ineffective management and leadership can misdirect middle management by giving orders
to line managers, causing ineffective communication. As a consequence, this causes a situation in
which clashes increase and communication on decision-making are lost which would at the end
negatively affect organizational performance.
In the nonprofit sector, success or failure depends on how good NGOs are guided and directed.
Leadership is legitimized by the board and the management of NGOs. It plays a vital role
together with board and managers to demonstrate commitment toward implementing strategy,
deal with the relevant stakeholders in an appropriate manner, analyze the environment,
effectively negotiate and attract donors and finally motivate others to achieve a desirable level of
effectiveness (Fowler, 2001).
B. Culture
The principle idea of culture relies on sharing in learning processes the beliefs and values of the
organization (Titiev, 1959). According to Jaques (1952), the meaning of organizational culture is
thought of as a way of thinking and doing things and what is shared among employees. Hence,
organizational culture concerns about behaviors, values of work, norms and beliefs. Schein (1995)
mentioned that the solidness of an organization’s structure and the unification of values and
beliefs lead to better organizational culture which will ultimately affect the organization. Robbins
and Sanghi (2007) stressed out that norms, values and beliefs inside organizations have strong
impact on performance and sustainability. Simons (1995) said that an organizational culture
system dominates the heart of values and plays a control role. According to Daft (2001), strong
organizational culture improves coordination and communication. Moreover, it provides
employees and leaders the ability to build a collective identity and directs daily relationships.
Ehlers and Lazenby (2007) clarified that organizational culture can be either fruitful or
hindrance to strategy implementation and overall performance. When the organization’s beliefs,
mission, vision and objectives are merged into the chosen strategy, organizational culture serves
as an important driver in the strategy implementation phase. According to Robbins et al. (2009),
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culture has four important duties. First, it creates destination between one organization and
other organizations. Moreover, it provides a feeling of character to the organization’s employees.
Then, it reinforces employee’s dedication to the organization. Finally, it enhances the stability of
the organizational system.
Consequently, NGOs have to express clearly which mechanism have to be utilized to make sure
that values and beliefs are integrated with the strategy implementation phase, so as to lead to
better performance. Welch (2005) explained that NGOs have to merge a set of beliefs, values and
norms into their performance measurement systems, in order to create a culture that supports
strategy implementation.

C. Structure
As indicated by Thompson (1967), organizational structure is a form of connections, power and
communication inside the organization. Organizational structure is treated as one of the most
critical implementation drivers as viewed by Drazin and Howard (1984) and Olson et al. (2005).
Ehlers and Lazenby (2007) regarded the lack of a tight fit between strategy implementation and
structure as a main reason of declining performance. For David (2011), an organization structure
has to be framed to facilitate the strategic direction of an organization. An organization that has
proper structure and effective communications channels is going to outperform those who have
not clear structure and restrictive communication climate.
Some NGOs don’t restructure their organizational hierarchy to adapt with new changes
brought by their new strategies (Thaw and Petersen, 1998). Moreover, NGOs might not consider
much the importance to modify and change their structures as consequence of the new strategy
because of time and resources needed. One of the implications of changing structures in NGOs is
the possibility of moving employees from main offices to branches or field offices. It might imply
also hiring or firing employees. According to Hammer and Champy (2001), some NGOs leaders
may not be able to go for decisions that imply reshaping the organization.

D. Resources Allocation
Resources allocation is another important driver of strategy implementation. Since strategic
decisions have large scope, sufficient funding is needed for the implementation phase. People are
the second important resource. The human resources with the right competencies and skills have
to be included and involved in the implementation to meet the needed degree of performance
(Alexander, 1985; Beer and Eisenstat, 2000; Higgins, 2005). David (2011) regarded resources
allocation as a major management mechanism for strategy execution that should include
financial, physical, human and technological resources.
If NGOs neglect to devote a sufficient amount of financial resources and other resources needed
for new strategies and plans, NGOs will not be able to implement them in an effective way and
that would risk the ability to deliver their projects and services. As indicated by Robson (1997), a
good strategy has to rely on the available resources and strategically utilized for getting the
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needed resources that are not available. Another critical issue in strategy implementation is time
allocation.

IV. PROJECT EFFECTIVENESS
The term effectiveness has been addressed in the performance measurement literature of
NGOs. According to Sowa et al. (2004), effectiveness in NGOs can be divided into organizational
effectiveness and project/program effectiveness. Organizational effectiveness is associated with
structure, process, management systems and other organizational functions. This term is closely
linked to strategy implementation drivers. On the other hand, project effectiveness, which is the
main highlighted variable in this study, can be defined as a measure aimed at determining how a
project is meeting the stated objectives successfully. It is about how an NGO fulfill its mission,
short and long term objectives. Morley et al. (2001) defined it as outcomes or “a specific desirable
result or quality of an organization’s services.”. It is a qualitative based-measure of whether a
project produces the required outputs or results (UWI, 2006). Moreover, the term outcome or
project effectiveness has been used by several researchers in their proposed performance
measurement frameworks of NGOs such as Buckmaster (1999), Poole et al. (2000), Poister
(2003), Tom and Frentzel (2005), Epstein and Buhovac (2009).

V. RESEARCH PROPOSITIONS
Since the aim of the paper is to investigate the impact of strategy implementation drivers on
projects effectiveness in NGOs, the study proposes a conceptual framework represented in Figure
1, which predicts that the drivers, composed of leadership, culture, structure and resources
allocation, has an impact on projects effectiveness. The propositions of the study are illustrated
as the following:
H1: Leadership has a positive impact on projects effectiveness in NGOs.
H2: Culture has a positive impact on projects effectiveness in NGOs.
H3: Structure has a positive impact on projects effectiveness in NGOs.
H4: Resources Allocation has a positive impact on projects effectiveness in NGOs.

Strategy Implementation Drivers

Leadership
Culture
Structure
Resources Allocation

Projects Effectiveness

FIGURE.1: A CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF S TRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION DRIVERS AND PROJECTS EFFECTIVENESS.
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VI. SAMPLING AND METHODS
The sample is composed of 25 NGOs working in the city of Warsaw in Poland. A convenience
sampling strategy has been utilized in which the sample has been selected based on availability.
Questionnaires were delivered to the key personnel of each selected NGO in which 51 employees
responded to the questionnaire. Of the respondents, 66.67% (N = 34) were male and 33.33% (N =
17) were female. 15.69% (N = 8) of the respondents had a secondary level of education, 58.82% (N
= 30) had a bachelor degree, 19.61% (N = 10) had a master degree and 5.88% (N = 3) had a PhD
degree. 23.53% (N = 12) of the respondents had an age of 25-30 years old, 49.02% (N = 25) had
an age of 30-35 years old and 27.45% (N = 14) had an age over 35 years old. 39.22% (N = 20) of
the respondents had a position of administration manager, 31.37% (N = 16) were project
coordinators and 29.41% (N = 15) were project managers.
The questionnaire used consists of three parts. The first part concerns background information
of the respondents; the second part covers the strategy implementation drivers (leadership,
culture, structure and resources allocation) and finally the last part covers projects effectiveness.
The statements in the instrument were formulated based on the review of the literature and used
to measure the main variables of the study. All the statements in the developed instrument are
based on 5-point Likert scale ranging from (1 = strongly disagree), (2 = disagree), (3 = neutral), (4
= agree) to (5 = strongly agree).
The questionnaire was validated by a number of experts in the field. The experts were asked to
evaluate the questionnaire concerning the following assessment criteria: understandability (the
question is understandable and has the same meaning to different respondents); importance (the
issue the question is addressing is important); relevance (the question is related to the subject
and fully represents the domain of the research) and length (the length of the question asked is
suitable). Based on the experts judgment, some of the statements were removed, others were
modified and new statements were added to some of the research variables. Furthermore, the
Cronbach's alpha was calculated for each variable included in the questionnaire to test the
reliability. The Cronbach's alpha values, as presented in Table 2, are (0.818) for leadership,
(0.840) for culture, (0.864) for structure, (0.954) for resources allocation, and (0.936) for projects
effectiveness. The result of the reliability test is very satisfying as the value of the alpha for each
variable is above .70.
TABLE II: C RONBACH'S ALPHAS FOR RESEARCH VARIABLES
Study Variables
Leadership
Culture
Structure
Resources Allocation
Projects Effectiveness

Number of Items

Cronbach's Alpha

7
7
7
7
12

.818
.840
.864
.954
.936
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VII. FINDINGS
The Pearson correlation matrix in Table 3 shows that there is a strong positive correlation
between the strategy implementation drivers and projects effectiveness. Among the drivers,
resources allocation had the strongest correlation with projects effectiveness (R = 0.897).
Leadership scored at (R = .881), while structure and culture scored at (R = .850 and .859
respectively). All the correlations were significant at 0.01 level. Furthermore, all the strategy
implementation drivers were also significantly correlated with each other.
TABLE III: C ORRELATION MATRIX FOR RESEARCH VARIABLES
Variables

(1)

(2)

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Leadership
1
.744**
Culture
.744 **
1
Structure
.792 **
.743**
Resources Allocation
.861**
.857**
**
Projects Effectiveness
.881
.859**
N
51
51
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level

(3)

(4)

(5)

.792 **
.743 **
1
.841 **
.850 **
51

.861**
.857**
.841**
1
.897**
51

.881**
.859**
.850**
.897**
1
51

Table 4 presents the findings of the multiple regression analysis that tested the propositions of
the study. The findings show that the strategy implementation drivers increase projects
effectiveness in NGOs (F = 96.467, P = 0.000). The results also demonstrate that the strategy
implementation drivers explain (R²) 89.3% of variance in projects effectiveness which implies a
strong impact of these drivers on projects effectiveness. Proposition 1 predicted that leadership
positively affects projects effectiveness. As predicted, findings in Table 4 support this proposition,
showing a positive and significant impact of leadership on project effectiveness (T = 3.650, P =
0.001). Proposition 2 clarified that culture would impact projects effectiveness in a positive way.
The regression output supports this proposition revealing that culture has a significant positive
effect on projects effectiveness (T = 3.355, P = 0.002). Proposition 3 stated that structure would
positively affect projects effectiveness. The findings in Table 4 support that structure has a
significant positive impact on projects effectiveness (T = 2.395, P = 0.021). Table 4 also reveals
the significant impact of resources allocation on projects effectiveness (T = 2.055, P = 0.042),
which confirms proposition 4. Finally, it can be concluded that all the strategy implementation
drivers are significant in the regression model and all of these drivers affect positively projects
effectiveness in NGOs.
TABLE IV: RESULTS OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR THE I MPACT OF STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION
DRIVERS ON PROJECTS E FFECTIVENESS.
Independent Variables
Leadership
Culture
Structure
Resources Allocation
R
.945
R²
.893

B
.719
.531
.231
.118
Adjusted R²

St. Error
.197
.158
.097
.058
.884

T-value
3.650
3.355
2.395
2.055
F-value

96.467

P-value
0.001
0.002
0.021
0.042
P-value

0.000
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VIII. DISCUSSION
The purpose of the study was to examine the impact of strategy implementation drivers on
projects effectiveness in NGOs using a small sample. It mainly predicted that the strategy
implementation drivers of leadership, culture, structure and resources allocation would impact
positively projects effectiveness. Concerning leadership, the findings supported the proposed
hypothesis and this may be explained by the fact that the roles and tasks of leaders in NGOs are
mainly about guiding others to achieve objectives, which in turns, affect the level of effectiveness
of projects as employees are well directed to achieve the required performance. Culture was
found to affect positively projects effectiveness. A possible explanation of this result is that the
existence of strong beliefs and values in NGOs particularly in the mindset of the employees
would create a productive working atmosphere that can affect the extent to which projects are
implemented. So, a strong culture is the backbone of NGOs to achieve high performance in terms
of projects and services delivery. Furthermore, structure was also found to be positively related
to projects effectiveness. NGOs that have good communication channels and proper structure
would increase their level of coordination and sustain a good flow of information among
employees which would ultimately contribute to the level of effectiveness of projects. Finally, the
results showed that resources allocation has a positive impact on projects effectiveness. This is
expected since NGOs that don’t allocate enough resources would risk their capability of
implementing their plans and strategies, which in turns, lead to poor effectiveness of their
projects.

IX. CONCLUSION
The findings of this paper have practical, empirical and theoretical significance. Practically, the
findings give a clear proof that strategy implementation drivers exert strong impact on projects
effectiveness in NGOs. They suggest NGOs which intend to enhance their projects effectiveness,
to take strategy implementation drivers into their account. Empirically, this study represents a
research carried out in order to enrich the literature of NGOs mainly related to strategy
implementation and projects effectiveness; a topic that has been neglected by researchers.
Moreover, it contributes to the theoretical knowledge of strategy implementation and its impact
on projects outcomes in NGOs.
Future studies can be conducted using larger sample to achieve possible generalization of the
results. Also, future studies may consider variables that may mediate the relationship between
strategy implementation drivers and projects effectiveness, such as NGOs size and donors'
policies. Finally, future studies may examine the impact of strategy implementation drivers on
other indicators of NGOs projects performance such as projects impact and efficiency.
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Abstract
The third stream agenda is a critical strategy in the pursuit of enriched learning, enhancing student
employability and much needed revenues. Voices of support of the third stream agenda resonate across
political parties, the business community and universities. Academic journals have also reflected a scenario
in which the academic community of practice have transformed its rational into ‘can do’ mission statements
and strategic policies with a clear focus to source, convert and embed third stream activities. In return,
universities seek quarries such as more marketable programmes of studies, committed and commercially
aware academics, improved business interchange and in light of the economic recession and subsequent
austere measures, the replenishment of new revenue streams.
In 2014, an empirical research study involved 28 in-depth semi-structured interviews with university
executives and academics across five UK University Business Schools. The key thrust of the research was
to answer the question ‘are universities committed to the third steam agenda’. The research findings
acknowledge current literature concerning university ‘mission statements’ and ‘strategic policy’
commitments to third stream activities. However, the research contribution openly challenges existing
literature in stating that both Russell Group and P92 universities are failing to exhibit tangible evidence that
they are actively achieving such commitments.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The world is still feeling the effects of the economic crisis of 2008. The newly elected
conservative party’s Chancellor of the Exchequer, George Osbourne, carefully crafted a narrative
in which he stated that ‘the UK economy was back in calmer waters but serious risks remain’
(Guardian, 2015). However, the Bank of England Governor, Mark Carney was also quoted as
stating ‘persistent headwinds continue to hold back the British economy in the wake of the
financial crisis (Economist, 2015). The corollary of economic events has resulted in additional
forecasted fiscal cuts aimed at the public sector. Higher Education will not be exempt and will
witness a further attrition of traditional funding streams. It is, therefore, vitally important that
universities ensure that third stream initiatives are prioritized along side first stream teaching
and second stream research (Jansen et al., 2015). Further more, universities need to be seen
delivering tangible and measurable returns in terms of growing student applications, positive
student learning experience and increased commercials (Secundo & Gianluca, 2014).
The research paper addresses two fundamental objectives namely: to appraise third stream
literature thereby validating the research theme and secondly, to record anecdotal commentary
from a cross section of 28 university executives and academics, to calibrate both the importance
and effectiveness that is attributed to the third stream agenda.

II. THE THIRD STREAM AGENDA
Third stream activities pursue ‘knowledge transfer’ through university relationship building
with the wider social and economic arena. Universities have and are commercializing its
teaching, research and innovation within various forms such as entrepreneurial incubators,
patenting, licensing and consultancy services (Markuerkiaga et al., 2014). In return, it is
expected that universities will strengthen their reputation, enrich the student learning
experience, foster greater opportunities for student employability and secure much needs
revenues (Penaluna et al., 2014).
Given its strategic contribution, universities have badged third stream under various titles for
instance; outreach, reach out, enterprise, third leg and third mission (Lawton-Smith, 2015). This
has inevitably hindered an agreed singular definition and clouded the clarity of third stream
activities (Secundo & Elia, 2014). The most referenced definition of third stream was published in
the 2002 Science Policy Research Unit Report, to the Russell Group of universities by MollasGallart et al. (2002). In which third stream activities are ‘concerned with the generation,
application and exploitation of knowledge and other university capabilities outside academic
environments’ (Molas-Gallart et al., 2002).
The USA was attributed as the first country to pioneer university and commercial relationship
building and to foster this initiative the Federal Government passed the 1980 Bay-Dole Act. The
Act enabled the dissemination of applied research into the commercial sector and was labeled by
the Economist ‘as the most inspired piece of legislation of the past century (2002). European
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countries initially did not follow suite in passing similar legislation and was brandished as the
‘European Paradox’ by Kogan et al. (2006).
The UK universities acknowledge the importance of third stream activities and have navigated
their strategic compass in search of new revenue streams and horizons that offer a richer
learning journey and employability for its current and future student body (Cable & Willetts,
2011). Both the Government and the commercial sector have recognized Higher Education’s
commitment to the third stream agenda and their endeavours to seamlessly integrate teach,
research and third stream activities (Lawton-Smith & Walters, 2014).
Current literature has also documented the courtship between universities and third stream
(Laudau et al., 2014). Al-Dajani et al. (2014) have stated that the third stream agenda has
become a university strategic priority. Killen, (2013); Murdock et al. (2013); Massey, (2010) state
that universities are striving to strategically integrate third stream activities alongside teaching
and research priorities. A series of Governmental reports have also paid tribute to universities
efforts to secure and adopt third stream initiatives namely the ‘Higher Education Funding For
2011 – 12 and beyond, 2010; Innovation & Research Strategy for Growth, 2011; and the Wilson
Report, 2012). More recently both the ‘Witty review of Universities and Growth’, (2013) and the
‘Adonis Review’ (2014) firmly believe that universities are best positioned to lead the economic
recovery and that universities need to play an active role as board members on the regional Local
Enterprise Partnerships. The importance of such a university presence was stressed in the
‘Smart Specialisation’ at a regional level (EU, 2013).
Both Chancellors and Vice Chancellors recognise that universities are a commercial enterprise
and refer to their institutions as ‘businesses’ (Reino&Jaakson, 2014). They equally acknowledge
that to exploit sustain economic growth requires suitable funding of the third stream agenda
(Parker, 2013). Hence, universities are revising their strategic intent (Murdock et al., 2013) with
a clear mandate to transform from an ‘ivory tower’ mentality to an entrepreneurial university
that is response to the needs of its students and the commercial sector (Landau et al., 2014). In
order to achieve this transformational change, Vice Chancellors and their university executives
are auditing and developing their strategies to embrace and elevate third stream activities
alongside teaching and research as a seamless strategic intent to become an integrated
entrepreneurial univeristy (Etzkowitz, 2014).
To augment and meet the needs of government and the commercial sector a growing number of
universities have set up incubators, enterprise zones, science parks, technology transfer offices
(TTOs), employability programmes and strategic alliances (Markuerkiaga et al., 2014). To
facilitate the process, external and business development teams and departments have been
commissioned (Cable & Willetts, 2011). Universities have also established internal
entrepreneurial champions to act as catalysts for third stream change. Such roles have been
awarded ring fenced funding, dedicated administrative teams and ‘fit for purpose’ quality
procedures to drive through third stream changes (Ferguson, 2014; Perkmann et al., 2013;
&Goodwill, 2012).Perkmann et al. (2013) advocates of the third stream agenda state that
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academic third stream correlates with academic success and that such activities lead to the
‘Matthew effect’ in Universities, thus, creating a scenario in which academic success is reinforced
through an honorable cycle of achievements and returns on those achievements (Merton 1973).
Business schools are not traditionally linked with third stream activities (Etzkowitz, 2003).
However, over the past 10 years business schools have continued to redraft their policy
statements and strategies and in doing so are deliberately communicating a marketing message
that they wish to source and secure third stream initiatives (Philpott et al., 2011). Such
developments have been driven by governmental pressures in the form of funding cuts, new
competitors entering the market both at home and abroad and more recently those measures
introduced by the UK foreign secretary Teresa May, (2015), in the form of stricter student visa
restrictions. Universities, particularly Russell Group have sort to differentiate themselves in
gaining recognition from accredited bodies, such as AACSB, AMBA and EQUIS. In doing so have
developed a competitive advantage in attracting students and external interest in the form of
funding, research and potential third stream enquiries. This trend has resulted in some P92
universities following a similar accreditation path (Penaluna et al., 2014).
The pace of change and governmental scrutiny has been perceived my many academics as
‘institutional intrusion’ (Hughes et al., 2011). Many feel that their professional identity is being
eroded and third stream speak is a distraction from their academic calling, namely to teach and
research (Lea & Stierer, 2011). Rumblings within academic communities suggest that the
academic profession is being diluted due to third stream rhetoric and becoming in many cases as
‘just another job’ (Hakala, 2009). Spicker (2011) states that a growing number of academics feel
that third stream initiatives is time consuming and does not offer traditional rewards provided in
the pursuit of teaching and research excellence. Thus, there is a view that third stream
orientation is a clear threat to their professional status within their own academic community of
practice and the wider community (Philpott et al., 2011).

III. METHODOLOGY
The selection of interview respondents for the research exercise was driven by ‘purpose
sampling’ (Mason, 2002). The target sample aimed to recruit 30, across five universities and to
ensure a balance between duration of service and seniority; therefore, participants ranging from
lecturer to Deputy Vice Chancellor were selected, as described by Kim et al. (2011). The process
yielded confirmation of the target sample, however, three senior executives withdrew just prior to
the scheduled interview. The interviews were all carried out on campus at the interviewees’
university. Whilst no consent forms were completed, all participants confirmed via email that
they had received a copy of the interview questions, agreed that the interviews would take place
with a ten day lead time and that they were happy for the interviews to be recorded and
transcribed for the research investigation. The interviewee characteristics of all 27 participants
are detailed in table 1 which indicates Russell Group or P92 University, position, and length of
employment.
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TABLE I: INTERVIEWEE CHARACTERISTICS
University
Russell Group
Russell Group
Russell Group
Russell Group
Russell Group
Russell Group
Russell Group
Russell Group
Russell Group
Russell Group
Russell Group
P92
P92
P92
P92
P92
P92
P92
P92
P92
P92
P92
P92
P92
P92
P92
P92

Position
Director of School
Head of School
Associate Dean
Research Fellow
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Lecturer
Pro-Vice Chancellor
Dean
Assistant Director
Associate Dean
Associate Dean
Associate Dean
Associate Dean
Principal Lecturer
Reader
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Senior Lecturer
Lecturer

Length of Employment
4 Years
28 Years
18 Years
19 Months
12 Years
25 Years
23 Years
20 Years
4 Years
2 Years
2 Years
20 Years
4 Years
25 Years
23 Years
15 Years
5 Years
5 Years
20 Years
19 Years
22 Years
20 Years
6 Years
5 Years
4 Years
2 Years
1 Year

IV. ACADEMIC INTERVIEW RESULTS
The first stage of the research process involved the interviewing of 24 academics from the five
universities (referred to as Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta, Epsilon) which elicited five key
proceeding challenges in the pursuit of effectively embedding third stream strategies in higher
education. The themed strategic questions were then constructed having analysed and reflected
on the data extracted via the 10 semi-structured interview questions (see appendix I & II). The
relationship between the semi-structure interviews and themed strategic interviews, are detailed
in figure 1.
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Step I
Semi Structured
Interview
Questions

1

Step II
Strategic
Interview
Questions

1

2
3

2

4
5
6
7
8

3
4
5

9
10

6

FIGURE I: LINK BETWEEN SEMI STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS (STEP I)
& STRATEGIC INTERVIEW QUESTIONS (STEP II)

A. Failure to Communicate Third Stream Strategy
All academics from both Russell Group and P92s Universities were united in making two
fundamental criticisms about university executives, stating firstly, that university executives had
struggled to commission an effective third stream strategy and secondly failed to effectively
monitor its dissemination and response amongst academics.
The research results were quite transparent in the fact that academics were either of the view
that they were unaware of a third stream strategy or that such a strategy was perceived as
‘university rhetoric’, ‘lacking in clarity’, ‘tangible evidence’ and ‘accountability’. The general
consensus was a perception that the third stream strategy failed to motivate academics, as it was
neither encouraged nor evidenced in being linked to career progression or key performance
indicators. For example,
Russell Group, Lecturer, 23 years service:
“Nothing. Never heard of it, if I am honest. I’m not sure it has a role within our Faculty. It may be something that you
do over and above your normal day activities”.

P92 Senior Lecturer 19 years service:
“I would say another sort of revenue, but not core to our activities. In theory it sounds good, never heard of it
happening”.
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Senior executives did provide a more positive response. For example,
P92 Pro-Vice Chancellor 20 years service:
“I see third stream as being about knowledge exchange and I think that is an important term”.

Russell Group Director 4 years service:
“The key to it is getting academics doing it in a meaningful way and to see that process through”

B. Third Stream Activities Lacking in Status
Russell Group respondent comments presented a message contrary to university policy and
mission statements, in that it was perceived by academics that research was clearly their number
one priority, second was teaching and third stream was evidently last. For example,
Russell Group, Head of School, 28 years service:
“For me third stream is down stream, it’s a bundle of activities that are left”.

Russell Group, Lecturer, 23 years service:
“Well I perceive a difference between the official line and what I think is really going on”.

In Russell Group Universities, there was a consistent view that third stream activities were to
be avoided, as it would hinder academic research and ultimately job security. Academics
emphasised the fact that despite the university’s rhetoric on integrating third stream equally
alongside research and teaching, there was a firm belief that it was not core to their role and in
specific cases, academics felt that senior management were hostile to those expressing an interest
in third stream activities. For example,
Russell Group, Senior Lecturer, 12 years service:
“Our university is very much traditional. It has an age, tradition, aspirations and reputation of being research intensive
and so it clearly priorities research”.

Russell Group, Lecturer, 2 years service:
“I don’t think it’s that much encouraged, I don’t think it’s that much of a priority”.

Academics openly stated that there was no evidence of funding to embed third stream
activities and those who did try to establish third stream initiatives were faced with internal
bureaucracy barriers such as delayed decision making and a clear message that academics should
focus on producing journal publications.
Those themes and comments extracted from P92 academics transcripts presented similar
comments to those expressed in Russell Group transcripts, in which, academics were of the firm
opinion that there was no equality in the integration of first stream teaching, second stream
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research and third stream activities. Academics within P92 universities firmly believed that their
executives prioritised teaching first, research second and third stream as a ‘bolt on activity’. This,
too, contradicted their university strategic message that states all three streams were of equal
priority. For example,
P92, Lecturer 6 years service:
“Well I perceive a difference between the official line and what is really going on. They say teaching, research and
consultancy is all equal priority but it is really teaching, teaching and teaching”.

Academics from within P92 Universities consistently indicated that third stream activities
were not viewed as fundamental to their ‘day job’. Many were unaware of its presence and those
who did were of the firm opinion that it did not ‘fit’ and actually hindered or restricted their
teaching duties. There was a view that third stream activities were ill resourced and to
participate or express an interest would involve staff having to volunteer with no allowance and
no tangible recognition in the form of career progression or financial reward. For Example,
Russell Group, Head of School, 28 years service:
“For me it’s a real mop up default, its not particularly core to what we do. If your research doesn’t hit at least three
star we will sack you”.

C. Barriers to Academic Involvement in Third Stream Activities
Russell Group academics firmly believed that there was no evidence of operational
encouragement to participate in third stream. The central focus of their role was to produce a
minimum of three star publications. There was the view that historically staff could ‘tinker’ with
third stream activities as a ‘side issue’ or ‘hobby’ to their full time role, firstly, as a researcher and
secondly, as a teacher. However, the data results indicate there is clearly a ‘research driven
agenda’ and any involvement in third stream is perceived a descent by senior management.
Russell Group academics supported their views as they stated that management failed to provide
information, instruction, training and supervision and also failed to link it to career progression
or financial rewards. For example,
Russell Group, Lecturer, 2 years service:
“There is no clear incentive for academics to go down this route”.

Russell Group, Lecturer, 2 years service:
“I would say it might take our eye off the ball”.

Unlike those comments and themes raised by Russell Group academics, P92 academics did feel
that their institutions wanted them to participate in third stream activities. However, the
institutional rhetoric as it was perceived failed to provide ‘ease of access’. Many felt that the
current infrastructure struggled to elevate the importance of third stream and there was a clear
‘pecking order’ in which teaching was their key priority, second was research and third stream
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although occasionally mentioned and was looked upon as something ‘peripheral’ to their role. For
example,
P92, Senior Lecturer, 5 years service:
“I haven’t got a clue, does that answer your question”.

P92, Associate Dean, 5 years service:
“We don’t have a co-ordinated approach”.

Academics stated that there was little evidence of tangible encouragement in the form of well
thought out staff training and development programmes. In addition, staff struggled to be
motivated to participate, as there was no evidence of linking third stream activities to career
enhancement or reward packages such as incremental awards or research accounts. For
example,
Russell Group, Senior Lecturer, 20 years service:
“Yeah, I think in theory it sounds really good, but I have never heard of it happening here though, there is no route to
enhance your career, there is no clear progression of employment and there is no reward”.

P92, Associate Dean, 5 years service:
“I don’t think it does. I don’t think it encourages it at all. I think its great rhetoric but does not follow through with it,
promises of promotion or financial reward”.

D. Failure to Integrate Third Stream Alongside First and Second Stream Activities
Russell Group academics considered their current infrastructure as weak and questioned the
effectiveness of their university’s central and faculty administrative support, to both promote and
embed third stream within their research and teaching priorities. Russell Group academics
related an ineffective ‘drip feeding’ of third stream communications with a poor third steam
infrastructure. In addition, Russell Group academics felt that there was little co-operation or
encouragement from management. For example,
Russell Group, Lecturer 23 years service:
“My perception is that in terms of prestige they would rank consultancy last’.

There was a consistent view that academics were genuinely unaware of third stream activities
or felt that the opportunities were ‘ring fenced’ to a select few. In addition, further criticism was
targeted at a culture in which the ease of access to third stream involvement was vague and
difficult to grasp. Such a system, unlike with research and teaching, was also void of performance
management. Russell Group academics certainly perceived a climate in which if you participated
in third stream or expressed interest, then you run the risk of tarnishing your reputation as a
‘true academic’. For example,
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Russell Group, Lecturer, 20 years service:
“I’m not too sure of the benefits, I’m not sure if there are any benefits to individuals”.

P92 academics supported the comments echoed by Russell Group academics. They held a view
that the current infrastructure was lacking in its effectiveness to integrate third stream along
side their teaching and research outputs. There was also a view that the third stream
infrastructure, if it did exist, was in desperate need of streamlining and integration. In addition,
academics openly questioned the role and effectiveness of their university central and faculty
business support services who appeared to struggle in raising their profile, service and support
services amongst academics.
P92 academics certainly felt that third stream was a ‘closed shop’ or ‘jobs for the boys’ in which
third stream enquiries were kept confidential and resourced by a chosen few. This perception
clearly added to the frustrations to those staff that expressed an interest to get involved in third
stream activities and further criticism of the university business support services. Therefore, the
data presented a consistent view that despite the rhetoric there was no transparent link between
teaching, research and how third stream seamlessly fits into day-to-day activities. Third stream
was considered the broken link. For Example,
Russell Group, Senior Lecturer, 25 years service:
“We are not bothered about it. It’s not a big thing and there isn’t much going on. There may be people doing it
unofficially. There is certainly a need to stream line and establish an effective structure”.

P92, Senior Lecturer, 20 years service:
“There is no linkage, I would say it takes your eye off the ball in terms of research and teaching. You need to focus on
teaching and if there is any time left research”.

E. Inability to Effectively Schedule Third Stream Activities Along Side Other
Academic Responsibilities
Russell Group academics were in agreement that despite the university rhetoric the
operational work-loading model was unrealistic. In terms of motivating academics to participate
and to fulfill the client’s expectations, they felt that there was no pressure on management to
change the model as their priority was directed firstly, at research output and secondly, at
teaching commitments. Both of these were closely monitored via performance management
models. The results indicated this was not the case with third stream activities. For example,
Russell Group, Head of School, 28 years service:
“It doesn’t, I would say there isn’t any emphasis on that”.
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Russell Group academics felt that they did not have the backing of key decision makers,
namely senior management and therefore did not have the time invest in third stream initiatives.
Third stream was simply not factored into to the scheduling of academic workloads.
P92 academic results data, very much reflected the views of Russell Group academics. They
felt that management failed to recognise that if staff are to be encouraged to participate in third
stream activities, it must be build into their work-loads. Thus, third stream was regarded
external to their work load and was to be treated as work over contact hours without recognition
and reward. There was the perception that management would only allocate an allowance once
the employer or organisation had commitment and failed to recognise that initial marketing,
negotiation and fee structures were often the most time consuming activity. For example,
Russell Group, Senior Lecturer,12 years service:
“Management need to recognise the support in terms of time that is required if it is to work for all”.

P92, Principal Lecturer, 23 years service:
“Give staff the space, positively encourage them. I think what I would like is for the university to get their act together,
much more openness, transparency about work loading and opportunities”.

V. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS FROM THE SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS
The qualitative data gathered through the semi-structured interviews indicate that third
stream is the poor relation to teaching and research. In addition, whilst the literature suggests
that academics are resistant to the encroachment of third stream activities, the data indicates
that academics feel that universities are failing to strategically promote and embed third stream
activities.
Contrary to university policy and mission statements supporting third stream strategic
initiatives, academics perceived a climate of strategic rhetoric in which third stream was viewed
as an under resourced, bolt on activity. Russell Group academics were of the firm belief that
research was their university’s priority. Whilst P92 academics felt that teaching was their
university’s priority. Many academics were critical about their university third stream
infrastructure and questioned the effectiveness of their faculty or school support structures.
Many felt that third stream activities were exclusive and opportunities were ring fenced.
The vast majority of academics are unaware of their university third stream strategy. Hence,
they struggled to raise interest in third stream activities as it was considered peripheral to their
role. In addition, there is little evidence of third stream encouragement, realistic work loading
models to accommodate third stream activities, a viable and accessible staff development
programme nor was it linked to career progression or a reward structure. A significant number of
academics felt that to pursue third stream activities would hinder research and teaching
commitments and ultimately their job security.
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Literature highlights the fact that many academics are struggling to come to terms with their
academic identity given the broadening or perceived loosening of their profession role to
historically teach and conduct research. However, the data extracted from both the semistructured interviews indicates that academics would be willing to participate in third stream
activities. However, without a clear strategy, senior management commitment, and a career
enhancement opportunities then they will mirror the current perception of university executives
that third stream is not of equal status to teaching and research.

VI. EXECUTIVE INTERVIEWS
The executive interview transcripts were thematically analyzed and refined with the results
from the interviews. The initial themes used were:
 Coherent Third Stream Strategy: Contradicting current literature, the data findings
indicated that third stream strategy was failing to be effectively embedding. Academics
were in the main unaware of third stream initiatives and how to play an active role.
 Third Stream Infrastructure: The data responses also challenged current literature as
academics were critical about the university and faculty / school third stream
infrastructures. Academics were of the opinion that they were disjointed and failed to
provide a clear and viable pathway to participate in third stream activities.
 Internal Third Stream Communications: The data responses implied that there was a lack
of understanding concerning third stream and current third stream opportunities. It was
considered that third stream was the poor relation to teaching and research.
 Management Commitment to Third Stream: Feedback from the semi-structured
interviews challenged current literature. The data suggested that there was a clear lack of
commitment from management to provide the mechanisms to embed third stream
activities alongside teaching and research.
 Reward and Recognition: Data from both the semi-structured interviews indicated that
despite university third stream policies, academics struggled to identify a clear link
between third stream and reward / recognition.
 Third Stream Resourcing and Development: Despite university strategic commitment to
the third stream agenda, the data responses indicated that third stream failed to receive
the same resourcing as with teaching and research. Data indicated that the academic
work loading failed to accommodate third stream initiatives and there was no evidence of
third stream staff training / development programme.
A. Analysing the Executive Interviews
116 meaningful fragments / statements were identified in the transcripts, aiming to clarify the
key themes contributing to third stream understanding at the strategic level. The 116 fragments
were initially thematically refined to 86 distinct statements. These were then reviewed to identify
duplications and similarities, reducing the number of separate issues to 59. Unique statements
were reviewed and either integrated with existing themes or removed. For example, those
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fragments referring to specific projects or one-off instances or experiences with limited
generalizability were removed. This resulted in 24 issues, see table II:
TABLE II: THEMATIC ANALYSIS OF STRATEGIC THEMES

Strategic Themes and Issues for Third Stream
“A label”
“Third stream is
“Central business
embedded”
support”
“Income for business”
“Outward facing”
“Intrinsically linked”
“Interesting definition”
“Adapting and
“Sits along with
developing”
teaching and research”
“I would not call it that”
“Funded support”
“Not about
encouraging”
“Resonates all aspects”
“Corporate objective”
“Employ appropriate
people”
“Community of third
“Mutually beneficial
“Past selling”
stream”
“Third stream is
“Difficulty in scheduling”
“Need practitioners”
interwoven”
“Reputation”
“Practitioner skills”
“Balancing work load”
The 24 issues identified in Table II were clustered into 5 core themes:
 Different terminology used in the citing and implementation of third stream activities
 Communication of strategic view of third Stream
 Concerns for university reputation
 Infrastructure and embedding third stream
 Viable Work Loading
However, having reflected on one of the themes namely ‘different terminology used in citing
and implementation of third stream activities’ it was decided that it should be excluded, as it was
deemed that this could be legitimately integrated into the theme of ‘communication of strategic
view of third stream’. Thus, the final list of themes was reduced to four. The four themes are
further discusses in the following sections.
B. Executive Theme 1: Communication of Strategic View Of Third Stream
The thematic analysis reveals a total of 31 out of the 116 fragments were related to the
strategic view, its understanding and communication of third stream activities. This was a key
element to investigate given the critical feedback received from the semi-structured interviews. It
was, therefore, important to identify if the university executive corroborated academic responses.
The majority of executives openly stated that they viewed the term ‘third stream’ as being ‘dated’
and felt that the activity was more appropriately called ‘engagement’. They looked upon third
stream being more associated with engagement rather than income / revenue. This added to the
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confusion of the term ‘third stream’, as university policy and marketing material actually
referenced the term ‘third stream activities’.
The majority of executives did believe that their university had effectively developed and
disseminated a strategic policy on third stream activities. For example,
Pro-Vice Chancellor:
“Our university is committed to the third stream agenda, we have always been and should always be engines for third
stream”

However, one executive interviewed suggested otherwise and stated that whilst the university
has both a teaching and research strategy it had in fact failed to establish and communicate a
third stream strategy and this he felt contributed to the confusion and lack of academic
commitment. For example,
Pro-Vice Chancellor:
“Funny I would not call it third stream anymore. I think third stream if you want to call it that is even more important
now. I would think of it much more like a helix actually interwoven; teaching is informed; research is informed; third
stream also informs this”.

Assistant Director Innovation & Employer Engagement:
“Well that’s an interesting description to say its third stream. I think third stream strategy is very much around
employability. One thing I find puzzling about third stream is that we don’t have a third stream strategy unlike with
teaching and research.”

C. Executive Theme 2: Concerns for University Reputation
15 of the 116 fragments were related to concerns for university reputation. The executives
stated that they needed to be mindful of the potential ramification, if academics failed to meet the
commercial expectation when conducting third stream activities and the potential lasting damage
to their reputation. For example,
Dean:
“Got to accept it, academics are not always the best people to go outside”.

Questions were raised about the commercial competence of existing academics and how best to
utilise such a resource with minimal risk to their university reputation. Unlike with teaching and
research, many executives were of the opinion that academics may not have the necessary skills
or commercial acumen to both source and convert third stream activities. For example,
Associate Dean:
“We need to make sure that we have the right staff, with the right skills and attitude”.
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In consequence, there were statements that third steam activities would not be pursued if
there was doubt in the academic skills / competence. The view was that there needed to be a clear
link between academic skills base offering and the clients needs. To do otherwise may
compromise the client’s expectations and future relations with their institution. For example,
Dean:
“It is critical that we manage client expectations, failure to do so could tarnish our reputation, so we need to employ
academics with practitioner skills”.

D. Executive Theme 3: Infrastructure and Embedding Third Stream
Feedback extracted from the semi-structured interviews indicated that academics were critical
about the current infrastructure and strategic initiatives to embed third stream activities. The
thematic analysis identified 38 out of the 116 fragments were related to the importance of
infrastructure and embedding third stream. The executives were united in their perception,
which believed that there was indeed an established infrastructure which provided the flexibility
for staff to actively participate in third stream activities. For example,
Pro-Vice Chancellor:
“We have gone past having to sell the idea to academics, the infrastructure is well established”.

Executives were united in their belief that academic participants could benefit from both
financial rewards and career enhancement opportunities. As such, the majority of executives
stated that they believed that they had ‘won the commitment of academics’. Some went so far as
to state academics would do it through ‘good will’. For example,
Dean:
“Its not about encouraging academics, they will do it through good will”.

However, some executives did acknowledge the fact that there were ‘tensions’ in the sense that
whilst executives did encourage third stream activity many were sensitive to the fact that many
academics lacked the necessary commercial skills. For example,
Dean:
“I think universities are to an extent struggling with, is that they are very good at embedding teaching but less good at
third stream. The clue is there isn’t it in the name; the third thing are after the other things”.

One Assistant Director felt that the academic calendar that indicated staff availability was out
of sync with external commercial operations. For example,
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Assistant Director:
“There is no provision made in their workloads for third stream and this is compounded with long holiday periods. If
we cannot guarantee the availability of academics we cannot accept it. I would say this is the biggest challenge and
frustration”.

In addition, there was the perception that whilst academics were recruited for the teaching
and research expertise, their competence to participate in third stream was not as rigorous. Thus,
universities often struggled to commit to third stream initiatives due to a perceived limited
academic skills base and if academic involvement rolled over into institutional quite periods, i.e.
summer vacations as many academics were unavailable.
The executives felt that the internal system lacked accountability and attractiveness. As some
academics felt that to participate in third stream activities was not central to their role and could
therefore disband their participation, citing that it conflicted with their main role, i.e. teaching
and research without the fear of recrimination. Thus, there was a view to avoid third stream
activities if there was a risk to their institutional reputation. For example,
Pro-Vice-Chancellor:
“An academic said to me ‘well isn’t this just another burden on my time, work for which I will get no recognition?’ and
I think I am right in saying that I was the first academic in a senior management academic Associate dean with
responsibility for this, so how can you argue that there are no career development”.

Dean:
“For me almost the least important of them is financial transactions. I would not say it is about encouraging academics;
its about finding ways to balance work loads. I think we have gone passed having to sell the idea to academics…we are
passed all of that probably by some distance”.

Executives were of the firm belief that their current infrastructures were ‘fit for purpose’ and
substantial resources had been dedicated in establishing both central and faculty support
systems. It was deemed that adequate investment in the infrastructure had been made and staff
had firmly embedded third stream along side teaching and research activities.
There was also a consistent view that it was paramount to fulfill client’s expectations as with
teaching and research. Hence, reference was directed at valuable role of institutional and faculty
business development teams, in ensuring that external enquiries were not just project managed
to avoid negative feedback from existing and prospective clients but to actively provide ‘gateways’
or ‘opportunities’ into teaching and research activities. For example,
Dean:
“I suppose there is something about the kind of high level commitment and infrastructure the university attaches to the
importance of third stream. Third stream and research are actually two sides of the same thing and that all wraps into the
student experience”.

Associate Dean:
“Probably got to accept that academics are not always the best people to be going out in search of additional funds. So
I think universities need to use their savvy about how they use their academic talent. I think in terms, so that’s one think
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about making sure we have the infrastructure and capacity. The other thing is making sure we have the staff with the right
skills to be able to engage”.

E. Executive Theme 4: Work Loading
The semi-structured interviews indicated that work loading was a key barrier in preventing
academics in becoming involved participants in third stream activities. This contradicts the policy
and mission statement commitments made by universities. Hence, it would be interesting to
assess senior management views on the issue of third stream work loading.
The thematic analysis identified 32 out of the 116 fragments were related to the importance of
work loading. A clear division was identified within the executive interviews around the issue of
work loading. This division lay between the views of the Pro-Vice-Chancellor / Deans and the
views of Associate Deans. There was a view amongst senior executives who perceived that the
challenges of third stream integration had been both embedded and resolved within a viable
‘tried and tested’ academic work-loading model and that academics would receive just recognition
for their third stream endeavors. For example,
Pro-Vice Chancellor:
“Third stream is embedded all the way down to work loading”.

However, this was not fully supported by Associate Deans who expressed challenges that they
faced in trying to integrate third stream initiatives within the academic timetable and workloading model. For example,
Associate Dean:
“The biggest frustration is the work loading model, the challenge is time and availability”.

They held the view that if third steam was to be integrated along side teaching and research
then a more effective work-loading model needed to be devised. There was a clear view that third
stream was not given equal priority to teaching and research, hence, they often faced an
impossible task of ‘fitting in’ third stream activities to work loading models that had already been
agreed prior to the start of the academic years. This, in turn, raised additional concerns in that
several executives felt that their service offering to clients was disadvantaged as there was an
expectation that universities were open for business like the private sector throughout the year
including non-teaching and marking periods. For example,
Associate Dean:
“Recognition and time allowances, makes sure that third stream is able to happen. Our development of academic skills
and operating in a professional way also embed it within our institution. If we want to grow and succeed, then we have got
to make the work loading situation work”.
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Associate Dean:
“First and foremost if you ask academics the difficulty for me is work loading in terms of teaching. Ask the sort of the
run of the mill academic one thing I suspect they will turn around and say is that they are work loaded for teaching. So
balancing work loading is the challenge”.

VII. SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS FROM STRATEGIC INTERVIEWS
There were four key findings from the strategic interviews. Firstly, senior executives were of
the consensus that their university had embedded their third stream strategy. However, it was
interesting to discover that despite the fact that the term third stream was repeatedly cited in
university marketing and policy statements, the majority of executives openly stated that they
viewed the term ‘third stream’ as being dated and felt more comfortable with the term ‘external
engagement’. However, on close inspection, it was noted that their interpretations were not
consistent and mirrored the responses provided by academics. There was a clear and often
conflicting interpretation of the term ‘third stream’ and as cited by one of the senior executives “it
contributed to the confusion and lack of academic commitment”.
Secondly, concerns for university revealed interesting feedback. Whilst academics felt that to
pursue third stream activities would negatively affect their academic reputation, the opposite
was reflected in the executive feedback. Executives were specifically concerned with the
commercial skill base of academics and were equally anxious at the prospect of academics failing
to meet client expectations and the potential lasting damage to their reputation. There was
evidence to suggest that senior executives avoided third stream enquiries to guard against
commercial criticisms.
Thirdly, in direct contrast to the feedback received from the semi structured interviews. Senior
executives collectively believed that their university infrastructure was ‘fit for purpose’ and
substantial resources had been dedicated. In addition, executives felt that there were financial
rewards and career enhancement opportunities. However, one senior executive felt that the
academic calendar that indicated staff availability was out of sync with external commercial
operations and this often hindered third stream activities and commercial networking
opportunities.
Fourthly, there was a clear division identified within the executive interviews around the issue
of work loading. Executive supports of work loading were of the opinion that third stream had
been resolved with a viable ‘tried and tested’ work loading model which accommodated academic
recognition. However, Associate Deans expressed frustration in trying to integrate third stream
initiatives within academic work loading. They held the view that third stream was not given
equal priority to teaching and research; hence they often faced an impossible task of ‘fitting in’
third stream activities.
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VIII. INTEGRATING THE EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
The results identify that there are opposing perceptions held by university executives and
academics (see table III).
TABLE III: INTEGRATION OF EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
Integrating Empirical Findings
Executive Management Third Stream Findings
Third Stream Strategy
+ Developed & disseminated
+ Linked with promotion and reward
- Did not like the term third stream, preferred
external engagement
- No unified definition of third stream
Third Stream Reputation
- Questioned academic practitioner skills
- Lack of monitoring and accountability
- Fear of failing to meet client needs
- Poor service may tarnish reputation
- Avoid problematic third stream activities
Third Stream Infrastructure
+ Fit for purpose
+ Provides third stream access
+ Linked to career and reward structure
- Academic lack commercial skills
- Inflexible academic calendar

Academic Third Stream Findings
Third Stream Strategy
- Little understanding of third stream
- Limited evidence of third stream strategy and
dissemination
- Not linked to promotion and reward
- Failed to motivate involvement
Third Stream Reputation
- Lacking in status
- Poor relations to teaching and research
- Hinders career and tenure
- Not fundamental to job
- No allowance / funding / resources
Third Stream Infrastructure
- Weak infrastructure
- Poor administrative support
- Failure to integrate third stream
- Ineffective communications
- No encouragement provided
- No training /development programmes
- No evidence of personal benefits
- Failure to provide ease of access
- Exclusive / ring fenced access to third stream

Third Stream Work Loading
- Senior Executivesplit perceptions
- Associate Deans stated work loading did not
accommodate third stream activities
+ Deans and Pro-Vice Chancellor stated work
loading was tried and tested
KEY: + Positive Feedback
- Negative Feedback

Third Stream Work Loading
- Unrealistic work loading model
- Third stream not factored into work loading
- Management priority was teaching and
research

On further reflection and integration of the empirical findings as detailed in table III,
empirical findings, five key areas emerged. ‘Third stream strategy’, and ‘work loading’ would
remain unchanged. However, ‘third stream reputation’ should be separated into two areas to
emphasise the differing perceptions held by senior executives and academics, namely:
‘importance attributed to third stream’ and ‘academic commitment’. ‘Third stream infrastructure’
could be more appropriately called ‘integration of third stream’.
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A. Third Stream Strategy
Concerning the third stream strategy, the results were most enlightening, in that they
portrayed a situation contrary to current literature in that, whilst universities communicated a
strategic view of third stream activities, such a message was fractured and resulted in a
polarisation of views between university executives and academics. Academics were of the view
that if a third stream strategy did exist it was not being cascaded amongst academics. Executives
clearly opposed such a view believing that their third stream strategies were in fact fit for
purpose.
B. Importance Attributed to Third Stream
In reference to the importance attributed to third stream, the results did indicate a consensus
of perceptions between Russell Group, P92 Universities including commentary from the
university executive, who agreed that third stream needed to be resourced and attractive to
academics, if it is to work. However, there was a divergence in that executives perceived that
third stream activities were of equal importance to teaching and research. In addition, executives
also raised concerns about the ability of academics in meeting the expectations of potential clients
and the potential ramification if they were not fulfilled. It was interesting to note that whilst
there is much commonality between Russell Group and P92 academics concerning the barriers to
third stream activities and suggested recommendations. In contrast to current literature, it is
equally evident that the Russell Group academics see second stream research excellence as their
priority whilst P92 academics see first stream teaching as a priority. Neither viewed third stream
as priority.
C. Integration of Third Stream Activities
The results concerning the integration of third stream activities along side teaching and
research were united amongst academics. Both Russell Group and P92 academics stated that
there was no firm evidence to support such a view. In contrast to current literature, academics
were of the view that the pressures to teaching and to achieve research outputs were a clear
priority and to be involved in third stream activities was looked by management as a distraction.
Academics raised concern at the limited third stream communication, lack of training and
resources.
Russell Group academics perceived that research was followed by teaching and then third
stream; whilst P92 academics viewed teaching and priority, research second and third stream
lastly. However, the comments received from executives were clearly opposing as they viewed all
were equal and the necessary infrastructures were firmly established.
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D. Work Loading
In contrast to current literature, there was solidarity amongst Russell Group and P92
academics in their concerns directed at an ineffective and restrictive work-loading model and did
draw some support from a minority of executives. The executive comments were not united as
some felt that the university’s commitment to third stream was reflected in the work-loading
model, whilst other executives echoed the sentiments of academics, as they felt that they were in
fact between a ‘rock and a hard place’ in that there was pressure to embed third stream and that
under the current work loading model, teaching and research took priority.
Although there was a differing perception of third stream between academics and executives,
there were elements of commonality concerning the importance attributed to resourcing, benefits
to academics and effective work loading. The fundamental difference was that academics
struggled to identify tangible evidence whilst executives were of the opinion that such areas were
both readily identifiable and accessible. Having reflected on the responses, the author feels that
the major barrier or hindrance to third stream activities is the failure to implement a viable
work-loading model.
E. Academic Commitment
Focusing on the issue of academic commitment, it was evident that academic perceptions
concerning the opportunities and rewards when engage in third stream were fundamentally
different to that of executives. The views expressed by executives were a ‘clear step change’ as
they believed that the third stream agenda was firmly embedded with a clear remuneration and
career progression policy. Such a view clearly contradicted both Russell Group and P92s
academic perception of engaging in third stream activities and challenged current literature.
Academics collectively could not identify a clear reward or career path associated with third
stream activities. On the contrary, there were clear examples of Russell Group lecturers being
informed that third stream involvement would actually hinder their career progression. It was
interesting to note that whilst there is much commonality between Russell Group and P92
academics concerning the barriers to third stream activities and recommendations. It is equally
evident, as noted above, that the Russell Group academics see second stream research excellence
as their priority whilst P92 academics see first stream teaching as a priority. Neither view third
stream as priority.

IX. CONCLUSION
It is evident in the literature that third stream has gained significant traction in the form of
universities revised mission and strategic policy statements. However, referring back to
‘addressing the elephant in the room’, the research findings challenge current literature that
states universities are actively integrating third stream activities along side teaching and
research strategies. Table III captures a clear mismatch of third stream perceptions between
university executives and academics. What universities pledge in term of third stream
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commitment is clearly not transpiring in operational key performance indicators. Until the
barriers highlighted in the research are address such as; dissemination of third stream
strategies, importance attributed to third stream, integration of third stream activities, work
loading and academic commitment. Then third stream activities will continue to be the ‘poor
relation’ to teaching and research.

APPENDIX
APPENDIX I. OUTLINES THE MAIN QUESTIONS OF THE SEMI-STRUCTURED QUESTIONS

1

2

3

Question
University, name, position, duration
of employment in Higher Education

What do you understand by third
stream activities e.g. consultancy,
enterprise?
In order of perceived importance how
and why does your university rank in
order of importance; Consultancy,
Research and Teaching. Why do you
think this is the case?

4

How does the University encourage
you to support third stream activities,
such as induction, training,
appraisals, mentoring, workshadowing, performance
management, communications,
incentives, recognition, other.

5

Describe the infrastructure /
operational process on how the
University co-ordinates third stream
consultancy activities and how
effective is this.

6

Describe your community of practices
(working environment) general
perception and interaction of third
stream consultancy activities.
Are you or have you participated in

7

Rationale
The demographic questions will identify if perceptions
of third stream etc. are located within specific
academic positions and/or tenure duration.
This
question will also be used to identify the differences
between Russell Group and Post 92 universities.
This interview question will aim to identify if third
stream activities are understood by academics (Shore
& McLauchlan 2012).
Historically, each university has taken a distinct
approach in finding a balance between the 3 different
roles and responsibility. This question will assess if
there is university integration or a prioritisation
between the first, second and third stream strategies
(Culkin 2009).
Spinker (2011) and (Harman 2010) emphasised the
importance in developing support systems and
incentives to promote and nurture a third stream
culture. Given the government drive and university
commitments to embed third stream, it will be useful
to the aims of the research to identify if such support
systems exist and function fully.
(Small & Minkes 2010)state that third stream
activities work best when academics understand how
they work and when there is a viable infrastructure.
Fumasoli & Lepori, (2011)were, however, of the
opinion that third stream activities rarely adhered to a
formal structure. It is, therefore, intended that the
interview question will identify if such infrastructures
do indeed exist and if they are operational.
Referring back to the research focus, this question will
assess academic working environments and gauge
their response to third stream initiatives.
This question aims to ascertain the level of third
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8

9

10

third stream consultancy activities,
justify your answer?

stream involvement and the respondents’ justifications
(Naidoo 2010).

What do you perceive as the benefits
that can be gained from participating
in third stream consultancy
activities, with specific reference to:
The University, Community of
practice, individually, student
experience?
What do you perceive as the
limitations / barriers from
participating in third stream
consultancy activities, with specific
reference to: The University,
community of practice, individually,
student experience?

Cable & Willetts, (2011)have emphasised the tangible
benefits to universities in enriched student experiences
and collaborative relationships with industry. The
interview question will it is intended clarify the
perceptions of academics concerning third stream and
its potential benefits.

What would you recommend to
enhance academics becoming
involved participants in third stream
consultancy activities?

This question aimed to identify any approaches that
could improve academic engagement in third stream
(Massey 2010).

Many authors highlight limitations / barriers to
participate in third stream (e.g. Spinker, 2010;
Woollard, 2010; Fini et al., 2010) This question aimed
to identify barriers at a number of levels, from student
experience to university, aiming to ascertain from
academics their perceived blockers or barriers to third
stream involvement.

APPENDIX II. THEMED STRATEGIC QUESTIONS

1

Question
What is your strategic
interpretation of ‘Third
Steam’ activities within
Higher Education?

2

Do you think third
stream activities are
strategically important
in Higher Education?
Please, justify your
answer.

3

How is the University
strategically
embedding third
stream activities?

Rationale
This question to senior management aims to investigate consistency
in the understanding of third stream. If this is not the case, then the
lack of strategic clarification will be cascaded down the hierarchy
and hinder implementation and the essential commitment of
academics (Nelles & Vorley 2008).
Universities are increasingly focusing on third stream activities due
to the growing demands of a global economy, a radical reduction of
traditional funding streams, increased competition and students
demanding richer learning experiences (Wilson 2012). Successful
implementation of third stream relies significantly on leadership
and leadership commitment (Drew 2010). Without real commitment
from senior management it is unlikely that they gain support from
academics (Webber & Jones 2010). Opinions of strategic adoption of
the third stream agenda will establish levels of consistency and
commitment.
Literature suggests that Vice Chancellors and their executive
recognise the need to change (Shore &McLauchlan, 2012). Morrison,
(2003) further states, that having identifying a third stream
strategy, the real challenge is one of embedding it within the
institutional culture. This question aims to identify how third
stream is being embedded at the strategic level.
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4

What are the strategic
academic challenges in
pursuing third stream
activities?

5

Given the challenges,
what would you
strategically
recommend to
overcome such
challenges?
Is there anything that
we haven't covered
which you think is
important to third
stream activity?

6

The embedding of strategic third stream activities is problematic
(Bubela & Caulfield 2010) and there is a consensus view that they
need to be both identified and efforts made to resolve them (Brenner
et al. 2010). Therefore, a natural progression from question three is
to explore what challenges senior management had identified and
the strategic steps they are taking to resolving them.
This question is instrumental to the research aim and objectives, as
it provided a forum in which strategic management could reinforce
the challenges at they perceive with the integration of third stream
initiatives and to offer recommendations to overcome such
challenges. There responses can then be bench marked against those
recommendations identified by the semi-structured interviews.
Question six was deliberately included to capture the views of senior
management, which may not have been recorded within questions
one to five.
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Abstract
As a source of employment, economic dynamism, competition and innovation The contribution of SME’s to
the economic development of a country is significant. They are established in a wider geographical area
than large companies, even in the rural areas. Therefore, they play a major role for improving income
distribution. This article is an overview of Malaysia and the SMEs in the country and review importance of
SMEs to growth and innovation of Malaysia.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Malaysia is surrounded by Thailand to the North, Indonesia and Singapore to the south and
Philippines to the east and is situated in the South East Asia. Divided in to 13 States and 3 Federal
Territories, the country covers 127,320 Square Miles of Land. Country is separated in to two parts
divided by the South China Sea. Eleven States and Two Federal Territories are located in Peninsular or
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West Malaysia and Two States and One Federal Territory is situated in Labuan or East
Malaysia. Located in the South East Peninsular Malaysia the Capital of the Country is Kuala
Lumpur. Out Side the overcrowded metropolitan area of Kuala Lumpur a new capital city,
Putrajaya is being developed as a new administrative center. The Strait of Malacca which is a
Major sea route connecting the Far East to Asia, Europe and the Middle East increase the value
of Malaysia’s location as the country is situated along it.
Population of Malaysia is estimated around 28.3 Million. It Includes Bumiputera (‘The Sons of
the Soil’), who contain ethnic Malays and the native people of Peninsular Malaysia, Sarawak and
Sabah, comprise 67.4% of the population, while Chinese are 24.6%, Indian 7.3% and others 0.7%
(NSDC 2010).
Malaysia got independence in 1957 and after that its Economy transformed massively. The
Attraction of foreign direct investments (Selvarajah and Meyer 2008) through the qualified and
skilled labor, lead the country to a fast developing economy. Since the Independence the
Economic Development presents three distinct phases (Thong, Yap et al. 1996). The first phase is
the resource based economy was highly dependent on the export of Rubber and Tin in 1965-1970.
focusing on Cocoa, Palm Oil and Timber with the growth of Agriculture the second phase was in
1970s. Noticed by and enhancement in the productivity of existing industries the third phase
occurred in 1980s (Thong, Yap et al. 1996). The Above successes have been imitated in the GDP
of the country over the years (Ariff and Nassir 1998). The GDP of the Country is contributed
mainly by Service and the Agricultural Sector. The manufacturing industries contributed 44.6%
to the country’s GDP in 2008 while it had only contributed 13.9% in 1970 and 35.5% in 1997. In
2008 the contributions of the Service Sector and Agricultural Sector was estimated around 45.7%
and 9.7% correspondingly. Only little was changed in the Service Sector contribution as 36.2% in
1970 and 45% in 1997. Similarly the Agricultural Sector contribution was reduced from 29% in
1970 to 12.2% in 1997 (Ariff and Nassir 1998). The Growth in the Service Sector developed
Rubber and Tin Based Industries in to a more industrialized economy. Malaysia is Ranked 29th
in the world under the GDP-PPP (GDP Purchasing Power Parity) and was assessed at US$ 207,
400 Billion in 2009 (Economy 2012).

II. DEFINITION OF SMES IN MALAYSIA
SMEs are defined differently from country to country. Based on the number of full time
employees or the annual sales turnover and industry categories SMEs in Malaysia is defined.
Apart from this based on the industry category an enterprise can also be defined as an SME.
Based on the manufacturing categories the definitions of SMEs are as follows:
a) SMEs in Manufacturing, manufacturing-related services and agro-based industries are
enterprises employing full-time staff not exceeding 150 or with annual sales turnover not
exceeding RM25 million.
b) SMEs in Services, primary agriculture, and information and communications technology
(ICT) sectors are enterprises with full-time employees not exceeding 50 or with annual sales
turnover not exceeding RM5 million (NSDC 2015).
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III. SMES DEVELOPMENT IN MALAYSIA
A historical perspective on the economic development of the country is required to understand
the Entrepreneurship in Malaysia. To segregate economic activity among the ethnic groups the
British introduced a notable practice under their foreign rule of Malaya Before the independence
in 1957 (Simpson 2005). Tin Mines and Rubber Plantations were major economic resources in
that period. The labor ‘s number for these large scale industries were insufficient, so the British
imported Indian Workers for the Rubber Industry and Chinese Workers for Tin Mines. Only Few
Members of the Upper Class and the Royal Family were allowed to contribute in the government.
The wholesaling and retailing which are activities supportive to the Rubber and Tin Industries
were motivated to the favor of Indian and Chinese Groups. The economic conditions for most
Malays got worse because of the segregated economic situation among these ethnic groups (Ariff
and Nassir 1998; Ariff and Abubakar 2003).
The commitment of government to development of SMEs was presented by the introduction of
the New Economic Policy (NEP) in 1971 (Saad 2012; Aman, Tahir et al. 2011). According to
Jamak, Salleh et al. (2012) the importance was given on civilizing Bumiputera Ownership
effectively and contribution in high income jobs, limiting the income among the ethnic groups in
correspondingly and excluding poverty among citizens. With the National Development Policy
(NDP) in 1992 the NEP was replaced. As said by Athukorala and Menon (1999) the NDP
consideration was to reparation ethnic difference in obvious ways through various enterprises
including the development of entrepreneurship, managerial expertise and skills in the
Bumiputera community.
The Ministry of Entrepreneur Development was established in 1995 because of the
government’s interest of initiatives relating to entrepreneurs and entrepreneurship development.
(Othman, Sulaiman et al. 2008). To manage the entrepreneurial activities in the country and for
the development of Bumiputera Entrepreneurs the ministry is the main agency. As declared by
Ariff and Abubakar (2003) the importance given by the government for the entrepreneur’s
development and to the contribution of SMEs to the Economic Development of the country is
shown by this. The Malaysian government’s commitment became strong and directed through the
Malaysian Industrial Master Plans. Simply the Industrial Master Plan 2 (IMP2) for the period
2000 to 2005. After that it continued with IMP 3 for 2006 to 2020 (Jamak, Salleh et al. 2012). As
said by Arham (2014) Malaysian Government introduced various policies and strategies to
develop the manufacturing sector crossways the entire value chain and group based industrial
developments under these plans. The Plans provided a new approach to the development of and
industrial base and new opportunities for the development of SMEs.
The Economic Growth in Malaysia was contributed by SME’s cannot be denied (Chelliah,
Sulaiman et al. 2010; Hashim 2007; Othman, Sulaiman et al. 2008). Apart from given that job
opportunities, SMEs contributes to the development of big and multinational corporations
(Aman, Tahir et al. 2011). Figure 1 demonstrates the overall contribution of SMEs to the
Malaysian economy from 2015 to 2020. In 2020, SMEs signified about 97.3% of total business
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establishments and contributed 33.1% of the country’s GDP. SMEs delivered 59.5% of total
employment and contributed 28.4% to the exports of the country in 2010 (NSDC 2015). One aim
of the Eleven Malaysian Plan (11MP) for the period 2015 to 2020 is to organize and equip SMEs
in the country with the required capability and capacity to meet the challenges of an increasingly
competitive business environment (Planning 2015).

FIGURE 1: SMES DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
SOURCE: SMES CORP MALAYSIA (2015)

After Establishing the National SME Development Council (NSDC) in 2004 the value of SMEs
as the main resource for the development of the economy in the country was recognized. (Aris
2007; NSDC 2015). The establishment of NSDC was to strengthen the government’s promise to
promote the growth of SMEs in Malaysia. The NSDC is managed by the Prime Minister with
Ministers and Heads of Key Government agencies involved in SME Development. Numerous
creativities were introduced by NSDC through the SME Development Framework in the period of
2015-2020. It corresponding the policies and programs across more than 15 Ministries and 60
Agencies (NSDC 2015). The key creativities are:
 Approve a standard nationwide definition of SME
 Outline of an annual plan named the National SME Development Blueprint, later
retitled the SME Integrated Plan Action (SMEIPA)
 To track the progress of SMEs, develop a comprehensive database
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 Forecasts of macro-performance targets of SMEs for 2015
 Formation of a devoted agency for SMEs, realized through the transformation of the
Small and Medium Industries Development Corporation (SMIDEC) into the SME
Corporation Malaysia (SME Corp. Malaysia) as the central organizing agency to
modernize, organize, monitor and assess all SME development creativities.
To Make Malaysia a high income advanced nation which is sustainable in 2020, the
government presented a New Economic Model (NEM) in 2015 (Planning 2015). Domestic SMEs
are an important factor of growth for Malaysia to achieve this development and high income
nation. Uncheck the unexploited potential of SMEs and to convert them to become more
competitive and strong in the demanding business environment is one of the main focuses of the
New Economic Model (NSDC 2015).
In 2010 RM15.6 Billion (AUD 4.8Billion) was allocated to realize these objectives. The SME
Corp Malaysia implemented a total of 267 plans with a financial commitment of RM6.9 Billion
(AUD2.1 Billion). As it said in NSDC (2015), by Promoting Bumiputera Participation in the SME
sector and promoting the development of knowledge based SMEs, the NME directed at enhancing
the viability of SMEs across all sectors. To focus on building SME’s capacity and capability, many
programs and initiatives have also been organized.

IV. SMES’ PERFORMANCE
SMEs in Malaysia have been recognized as supporting sources of growth and establishing the
substructure for the fast economic growth and development of the country. Their total Numbers,
sizes and the different natures of their business was the main reason for it (Aris 2007). SMEs in
Malaysia are mainly based in service sector according to the Department of Statistics in
Malaysia (DOSM). It has 90 of all SMEs in the country with 97.3% (645,136) establishments of
which are considered micro enterprises. Distributive Trade is the main business of the sector
which includes wholesale and retail as well as hotels and restaurants (NSDC 2015).
The manufacturing sector represents 5.9% of all SMEs which are micro-enterprises. Textiles
and Apparel, Metal Products and food and beverages are the three main subsectors which
contribute 77% of the total output of SMEs together. The Agriculture Sector is 1% of SMEs and
mostly involved in crop plantations, horticulture and fishing (NSDC 2015). The Development of
Service sector occurred with the key businesses like distributive trade, real estate and business
services, and finance and insurance businesses; on the other hand this growth is also linked to
consumption activities which supported by strong domestic needs and tourism activities.
The key businesses for the development of manufacturing sector are resource based industries
such as chemicals and plastic products, food and beverages, electrical and electronic (E&E)
products, nonmetallic mineral and metal products. The growth of the manufacturing sector is
significantly dependent on global needs and prices, particularly for E&E products, rubber and
chemicals (NSDC 2015).
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Figure 2 represents the GDP contribution by key economic activities of SMEs in Malaysia from
2015 to 2020. As exposed in Figure 3, manufacturing and the services are the industries that
contribute most importantly to economic growth in Malaysia.
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FIGURE 2: SMES’ CONTRIBUTION TO THE MALAYSIAN ECONOMY
SOURCE: SMES CORP MALAYSIA (2015)
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V. CONCLUSION
In sum up, nowadays small and medium enterprises (SMEs) play important roles in Malaysian
economy. Research on SMEs in Malaysia has attracted an increase in attention due to the
importance of SMEs in contributing to the economy. Essential resources and skills need to be
dedicated and developed to improve the performance of SMEs in Malaysia, and then they will be
competitive with developed or other developing countries. The Better performance of SMEs in
Malaysia could be contributed by giving significance to SMEs as resources and abilities. A focus
on the manufacturing and service sectors, which contribute significantly to the overall
performance of SMEs, could perhaps provide general findings for SME development in Malaysia.
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Abstract
In order to acquire a competitive advantage, companies and organizations should estabilsh a relevant
image. Managers can determine the extent of how satisfactory an understanding can be by studying the
factors affecting the image and they may remove possible bad perceptions among the clients. Thus, the
present study aims to identify those factors which might influence clients perceptions. One prominent factor
is the influential stimuli that affect consumptive behavior. This study explores the clients perception of
stimuli and service quality over the organizational image of Mellat Bank in Isfahan. Research population
comprises all clients of the bank in Isfahan, setting sample size at 173 cases by using Cochran formula. To
collect data, a questionnaire was used with Cronbach’s alpha of 0.89 indicating its validity and reliability.
Research results show that stimuli did have a significant relation with bank image. It also revealed a similar
relation between service quality and image of Mellat bank of Isfahan. Further, the results of Friedman test
indicated that, in clients perspectives, service quality of banks rates first in being influential over bank
image while physical design rates as the last.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Today one can easily observe the increasing worldwide competition in production-service
enterprises. This rise in terms of service of the industries such as banks, hotels, insurance
companies, etc, is clearly visible and helps complicate the recognition and retention of clients
as well as understanding their behavior. Thus, the main challenge facing the involved
businesses is the identification of those factors affecting clients’ perception and behavior,
demanding huge sums of investments to meet this challenge.
One important capability for companies to succeed in competition is the knowledge and
skills of marketing whereby the influential factors may be identified. Influential stimuli are a
top factor.
Motivators can affect customers’ sentiments, anxieties and spirits; thus, causing the sale
and success of a commodity. Of course, the opposite also holds true. Consumers pay attention
to motivators through time, and suggest them to others. The consumer’s perception of the
company environment may also dramatically affect the customers’ mood (Michon et al, 2005).
Here, it can be said that the characteristics of the environment and product or service can
affect the customers’ behavior so that good design of the environment motivates customers to
purchase without planning. The characteristics of the environment where a product of service
is offered include design, social features as well as the features of the environment itself. The
atmosphere and environment is the motivator that affects the consumers’ favorite and may
increase the purchase (Virvilaite et al, 2009). Unfortunately, lack of awareness of consumers’
behavior can lead to missing such customers. This leads to the formation of an unfavorable
impression of the company. Then, by identifying motivators that affect consumers’ perception,
we can affect the bank impression and implement our marketing strategies and plans based
on the reactions and perceptions.
The company’s impression is based on the company’s performance and the customers’ views.
Customers keep various impressions of a corporation or a company in mind. In the field of
services, these impressions mostly include customers’ metal frameworks regarding the
organization’s impression (Orth and Green, 2009). The company’s impression can indicate
foreign information for potential and present customers, and it may or may not determine the
selection of a trade name or company compared to another. Customers create knowledge plans
of systems in order to interpret their perception of a company. A company’s impression is an
invaluable intangible asset which is difficult to imitate, and which can help to achieve a
sustainable and distinguished financial performance. The final advantage of a company’s
impression is to render value or relationship with customers based on organizational
relations, which leads to the creation of credit compared to other trade titles (skill, reliability
and popularity) and a means for the clarification of organizational culture and intraorganizational values (Aaker, 1996).
This study, therefore, aims to investigate the impact of clients’ perceptions of stimuli and
service qualities on organizational image of Mellat Bank in Isfahan.
This study particularly probes the possible answers for the question whether clients’
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perception of stimuli and service quality affects the bank’s organizational image or not. First
follows a theoretical background of the study and then survey results will be analyzed and
discussed.

II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The concept of image for a product or an organization means what a given client perceives
from that product or organization either implicitly or explicitly (Koo, 2003). This makes the
image a crucial variable which affects market movements, positively or negatively (Zeitham &
Bitner, 1996). Some has defined the concept as the power to influence clients’ perception of
goods and qualities while others know it to be the general impact an organization produces in
individuals’ minds (Barich & Kotler, 1991). It refers to various aspects of organizational
actual physic and behavior: the name of the organization, variety in terms of products and
services, traditions, ideology and the practical, emotional impressions the staff make in
clients’ view. The practical facet refers to tangible characteristics which can be easily
measured while emotional one mostly relates to mentalities, produced through feelings and
perspectives out of personal experiences one achieves when interacts with a given
organization as well as the contemplation of what constitute that organization’s practical
characteristics. It can be concluded that organizational image generally is the outcome of a
bravura process in which people weigh a given company’s characteristics against others.
The image is based upon the mutual interaction between a company and its clients. Every
client makes his/her own particular view of the enterprise or company he/she deals with. In
case of services, such subjective views mostly involve clients’ mentality of brand image (Orth
& Green, 2009). Company image can act as sign of external advertisement for present clients
and would-be customers and adoption of a trade name, product label or any such designation
may characterize a company with regards to other rivals. Customers develop their own
knowledge systems or patterns to interpret what they know about a given company. Company
image, then, is an invisible but highly valuable asset which cannot be copied easily and helps
achieve stable and superior revenue. The final virtue of such company image is the possibility
of assigning value to relationships or clients on the basis of organizational communications,
leading to a relative credit over other trade names (skills, trustworthiness, and popularity) as
well as propagating internal culture and values of an organization (Aaker, 1996).
On the contrary, identifying clients’ perception of chief factors in shaping a company image
is really difficult. Stimuli and service quality are among the factors shaping clients’ perception
and include the physical space and quality of the services offered.
The effectiveness of the relationship is an invisible value and entails products, services and
results and forms the contingent interaction between client and seller. Variables affecting the
quality of relationship in a given bank include:
Favorable ease for dealing loans, satisfaction of clients’ requests, friendly attitude of staff
towards clients (Zineldin, 2006), strong sympathy between staff and clients, acceptable service
quality (Bagozzi and Phillips, 1982), relative ease of accessing bank services (Arora et al,
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1985).
One major strategy which a service company may exploit to distinguish itself among rivals
is stable superior service it offers. In fact, a number of companies have found it quite effective
in bringing about strong and reliable competitive advantage which, in turn, leads to higher
sale and income. Some service enterprises have gained legendary status by insisting on high
quality service. This achievement only needs a proper answer for clients’ anticipations.
Usually, clients make a comparison between services offered at different places and what they
expect. They would return to a given company only when the services they had seen equal or
exceed their expectations.
Then it remains for the responsible company or enterprise to identify and evaluate the
expectations. It must be noted that determining service quality is almost always more difficult
than product quality.
Perceived quality of services: the service quality involves the actual perception of client from
the services at the moment of deal and afterwards. Such perceptions can stand higher than,
lower than, or equal to what clients expect in the first place. Satisfaction over a given offer is
subject to the initial level of expectation and the actual perceived service.
Stimuli consist of feelings, emotions, and dispositions of clients. They may either boost or
hinder the sale of a product. Gradually they also are recognized by customers who recommend
them to others. Perception of Spatial features may also affect the disposition of a given client
(Michon et al, 2000). Here, it is possible to note the influence of spatial features and product
characteristics over clients’ behavior. A proper environmental design may provoke the
customer to purchase without prior intention. The environment of a business includes
architectural, social and environmental specifics of that place. Atmosphere and environment
form a factor that affects a consumer and may increase the sale (Virvilaite et al, 2009).
Noticing the intended or unintended stimuli that a company gives out and also the service
quality and product value, clients develop certain perceptions that initiate particular
responses and mentalities. Such perceived quality constitutes a competitive necessity so vital
that many companies nowadays have turned to client-oriented quality as a strategic tool. It,
however, is not the actual quality but rather a subjective appreciation of service or product in
clients’ view (Atilgan et al, 2005). Purchase of a given service or product depends on related
behavioral attitude. Due to variety of output, sale agents are sometimes confused in
identifying and understanding these behaviors. Loss of potential or actual customers may
occur because of the lack of knowledge regarding consumers’ behavior, leading to
inappropriate image for the involved company. Then, identification of influential stimuli may
be used to shape organizational image and conduct marketing plans or strategies according to
such perception and responses.

III.

RESEARCH MODEL

Our model extracted from models designed by (Lymperopoulos et al, 2010) (Hsu et al, 2010),
(Kumar & Kim, 2014), (Bai & Gao, 2014), (Nur Shahrulliza et al, 2014), (Chen & Hsieh, 2011).
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Stimuli
Social signs
Design signs
Bank Image
Bank area signs

Service quality

FIGURE 1. CONCEPTUAL MODEL

Research hypothesis:
1-

Stimuli influence organizational image of Mellat Bank of Isfahan

1-1- Social factors influence organizational image of Mellat Bank of Isfahan
2-1- Design of bank area influences organizational image of Mellat Bank of Isfahan
3-1- Bank area signs influence organizational image of Mellat Bank of Isfahan
2-

Perceived service quality influences organizational image of Mellat Bank of Isfahan

IV.

RESEARCH METHOD

Present study is basically a practical survey. Since it explores the effect of clients’
perceptions of stimuli and service quality on image of Mellat Bank of Isfahan, it is descriptivecorrelational, done in Mellat Bank of Isfahan.

I.

RESEARCH POPULATION AND SAMPLE

Statistical population consists of all clients at Mellat Bank of Isfahan. Being an obscure
population, its size was determined by using Cochran Formula in infinite mode. 30
questionnaires were administered. Then size was achieved by variance of the initial sample.
∝

×

=

(1)

Where n is minimum size, z stands for 95% confidence level (1/96), and d stands for
permissible error percentage (0/1).
S stands for maximum amount of variance (0/45) for variables which was calculated for 30
questionnaires distributed among cients of Mellat Bank of Isfahan.
Sample size was calculated by inserting the above values in the formula:
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n=

II.

1/96 × 0/45003
= 173
0/1

RELIABILITY OF RESEARCH TOOLS

There are different ways to measure the reliability of the questionnaire and here we chose
to set it by determining Cronbach Alpha coefficient as shown in the following formula:
∝=

(1 −

∑

)

(2)

Where
k=questions related to an index
=variance value of scores belonging to J question
=overall variance value of scores by each respondent
Given the fact that the closer this coefficient is to a proper numbers it shows higher

reliability of questions, table 1 shows a relatively high reliability.
TABLE 1. CRONBACH ALPHA COEFFICIENT
Cronbach Alpha values

Variables

0.89

Whole of questionnaire

0.90

Organizational image

0.89

Social factors

0.88

Environmental factors

0.89

Design

0.89

Perceived service quality

V.

DATA ANALYSIS

Research data were all deductive and descriptive. Statistics show a brief account of sample
measuring’s and allow us to infer some conclusions about the whole population. First, data
were extracted from questionnaire and arranged. SPSS was utilized to analyze descriptive
statistics. Correlation coefficient test determined whether research hypotheses were
confirmed.
VI.

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF RESPONDENTS

Analytical Results of analyses of demographic data are according to descriptive statistics of
respondents among Mellat Bank clients, as shown below:
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TABLE 2. DEMOGRAPHIC FREQUENCIES OF VARIABLES OF CLIENTS AT MELLAT BANK
Relative
frequency
%2.3
%22.5
%25.4
%37.6
%8.7
%3.5
%100
Relative
frequency
%67.7
%32.3
%100
Relative
frequency
%10.4
%32.4
%25.4
%31.8
%100
Relative
frequency
%28.3
%27.2
%30.6
%12.1
100
Relative
frequency
%39.7
%30.1

Absolute
frequency
4
39
44
65
15
6
173
Absolute
frequency
116
57
173
Absolute
frequency
18
56
44
55
173
Absolute
frequency
49
47
53
21
173
Absolute
frequency
69
52

%24.3

42

%5.7
100

10
173

I.

education
High-school or lower
Pre-university
Associate's degree
B.A & B.S
M.A & M.S
PhD
total
Marital status
married
Single
total
Interacting length
Shorter than 1 year
1-3 years
3-6 years
Longer than 6 years
total
employment
State job
Private sector
Personal business
others
total
Account type
Term deposits
Loan savings
Current interest-free
loan
All types
total

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES TEST

Statistical hypothesis testing is devised to determine whether a given speculation about the
sample is confirmed according to data analysis. Such speculation is typically related to
amount of certain parameter in the population. Therefore, a statistical presupposition may or
may not get accepted. It is necessary to know that sometimes such a presupposition may be
accepted due to lack of insufficient evidence in the sample, preventing the elimination of that
speculation. Here, Pearson Test and Regression analysis are used to examine the research
hypotheses.
II.

MAIN HYPOTHESIS

H0: there is a significant correlation between stimuli and organizational image of Mellat
Bank of Isfahan.
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H1: there is no significant correlation between stimuli and organizational image of Mellat
Bank of Isfahan.
To explore a significant relation between two components we use Pearson Correlation Test.
As shown in table 3, this test indicates a significant relation between stimuli and
organizational image of the bank, with 0.05= α, confidence level=95%, and correlation
coefficient of 0/698. This coefficient indicates a positive, significant correlation (Sig = 0.000).
There remains no strong evidence to reject zero hypothesis and that is confirmed: stimuli are
influential over organizational image of Mellat Bank.
TABLE. 3. PEARSON CORRELATION TEST RESULTS: STIMULI AND ORGANIZATIONAL IMAGE IN MELLAT BANK
Sig

Correlation coefficient

0.000

0.698

Variable
Stimuli And Organizational
Image In Mellat Bank

To further assure Pearson test result, Regression test was also used to test the result.
As shown in table. 4, the two variables are significantly associated, with significance level of
lower than 0/05 and Beta=0.698, showing that any unit change in independent variable
causes 0.968 change in dependent variable.

TABLE 4. REGRESSION ANALYSIS (STIMULI AND ORGANIZATIONAL IMAGE IN MELLAT BANK)
Sig
0.000
0.000

Standard
coefficient
Beta

T
7.989
12.756

0.698

III.

Nonstandard coefficient
Standard error
1.023
0.020

B
8.170
0.260

Regression model
Stable amount for
variables

SECOND RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS

H0: there is a significant correlation between service quality and organizational image of
Mellat Bank of Isfahan
H1: there is no significant correlation between service quality and organizational image of
Mellat Bank of Isfahan
As shown in table 5, Pearson correlation test shows that at α= 0.05 and confidence level of
95%, there is a significant relation between service quality and organizational image. Pearson
coefficient of 0.657 clearly shows a positive significant correlation (Sig = 0.000). Thus, there
are no strong evidence against the zero hypothesis and it is confirmed: service quality affects
organizational image of the bank.
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TABLE. 5. PEARSON CORRELATION RESULTS OF SERVICE QUALITY AND ORGANIZATIONAL IMAGE OF MELLAT BANK
Sig

Correlation coefficient

0.000

0.657

Variable
service quality and
organizational image of
Mellat Bank

To further assure the Pearson test result, Linear Regression test was also brought in.
As shown in table. 6, there is a significant relation between these variables, with
significance level of lower than 0.05 and Beta=0.657, suggesting that in case of 1 unit change
in independent variable, there is 0.657 unit change in dependent variable.

TABLE 6. REGRESSION ANALYSIS (SERVICE QUALITY AFFECTING ORGANIZATIONAL IMAGE)
Sig
0.000
0.000

Standard
coefficient
Beta

T
6.525
11.405

IV.

0.657

Nonstandard coefficient
Standard error
1.179
0.040

B
7.694
0.458

Regression model
Stable amounts of
variables

TESTING SECONDARY RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

The first hypothesis of this category is: social factors affect organizational image of the
bank. In statistical terms, this may be phrased as below:
H0: there is a significant relation between social conditions and organizational image of the
bank.
H1: there is no significant relation between social conditions and organizational image of
the bank.
Pearson test results revealed that social conditions and organizational image of the bank
are significantly associated with correlation coefficient of 0.749 when α=0.05 and confidence
level is 95% (significance level is 0.000). Therefore, zero presupposition is rejected and 1
presupposition is confirmed (Table. 7). So, it is possible to maintain that social conditions do
affect organizational image of Mellat Bank.

TABLE 7. PEARSON TEST RESULTS: SOCIAL CONDITIONS AND ORGANIZATIONAL IMAGE OF THE BANK
Sig*
0.000

correlation
coefficient
0.749
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According to Table. 8, the significant relation found between the two variables is approved
for values less than 0.05 when Beta=0.749, showing that a mere unit change in independent
variable is followed by 0.749 unit change in dependent variable.
TABLE 8. REGRESSION ANALYSIS (SOCIAL CONDITIONS AND ORGANIZATIONAL IMAGE OF MELLAT BANK.)

Sig

Standard
coefficient

T

Beta
0.0
00
0.000

6.525
11.405

Non-standard
coefficient
Standard
B
error
1.179
0.040

0.749

Regression
model

7.694
0.458

Stable amount
Social factor

The second hypothesis of this category is: environmental factors affect organizational image
of the bank. In statistical terms, this may also be phrased as below:
H0: there is a significant relation between environmental factors and organizational image
of the bank.
H1: there is no significant relation between environmental factors and organizational image
of the bank.
Pearson test results (Table. 9) revealed that environmental factors and organizational image
of the bank are significantly associated, with a correlation coefficient of 0.598 when α=0.05
and confidence level is 95% (significance level is 0.000). Therefore, zero presupposition is
rejected and 1 presupposition is confirmed. So, it is possible to maintain that environmental
factors do affect organizational image of Mellat Bank.
TABLE 9. PEARSON TEST RESULTS: ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND ORGANIZATIONAL IMAGE OF THE BANK.
Sig

Correlation
coefficient

Variable

0.598

environmental
factors and
organizational
image of the bank

0.000

According to table. 10, the significant relation found between these two variables is
approved for values less than 0.05 when standard Beta=0.598, showing that a mere unit
change in independent variable is followed by 0.598 unit change in dependent variable.
TABLE 10. REGRESSION ANALYSIS (ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS AND ORGANIZATIONAL IMAGE OF MELLAT BANK.)

Sig

T

Standard
coefficient
Beta

0.000
0.000

10.734
9.746

0.598

Non-standard
coefficient
Standard
B
error
1.035
0.067

11.106
0.657

Regression model
Stable amount
environmental
factors
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V.

RANKING FACTORS SHAPING ORGANIZATIONAL IMAGE OF MELLAT BANK

As presented in the table below, respondents have expressed their idea about chief factors
that affect organizational image of Mellat Bank. Mean and Friedman test are utilized to rank
more precisely.
Table 13 presents the result values of Friedman test which uses the mean values to score
each factor. Here, service quality ranks as the main factor which shapes organizational image
of Mellat Bank while bank spatial design ranks the least important.

TABLE 13. MEAN VALUES AND FRIEDMAN RANKINGS OF EFFECTIVE FACTORS IN LOYALTY OF CLIENTS OF MELLAT BANK
Friedman Rankings
1
2

Mean
3.88
3.06

3

1.84

4

1.22

Factors
Service quality
Social conditions
Environmental
factors
Bank spatial design

1
2
3
4

The third hypothesis of this category is: design affects organizational image of the bank. In
statistical terms, this may also be phrased as below:
H0: there is a significant relation between design and organizational image of the bank.
H1: there is no significant relation between design and organizational image of the bank.
Pearson test results (table. 11) revealed that design and organizational image of the bank
are significantly associated with correlation coefficient of 0.482 when α=0.05 and confidence
level is 95% (significance level is 0.000). Therefore, zero presupposition is rejected and 1
presupposition is confirmed. So, it is possible to maintain that design does affect
organizational image of Mellat Bank.

TABLE 11. PEARSON TEST RESULTS: DESIGN AND ORGANIZATIONAL IMAGE OF THE BANK
Sig

Correlation
coefficient

Variable

0.000

0.482

design and
organizational
image of the bank

Significant correlation≤0.05

According to Table 12, the significant relation found between these two variables is
approved for values less than 0.05 when standard Beta=0.482, showing that a mere unit
change in independent variable is followed by 0.482 unit change in dependent variable.
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TABLE 12. REGRESSION ANALYSIS (DESIGN AND ORGANIZATIONAL IMAGE OF MELLAT BANK.)

Sig

T

standard
coefficient
Beta

0.000
0.000

13.015
7.185

0.482

VI.

Nonstandard
coefficient
Standard
B
error
1.046
13.614
0.084
0.603

Regression
model
Fixed amount
design

CONCLUSION

As mentioned before, social factors of a given bank refer to staff number and their
appearance and behavior. The staff can demonstrate the service quality by adopting a friendly
and respectful demeanor and put on a splendid appearance and outfit. Good appearance and
proper behavior as well as their personality and skills in performing tasks are important
attraction factors. Casual clients may turn into permanent one only if bank staff treat them
with sympathy and interest or with decorous respect and a smile on the face.
The clerks with friendly ties with clients are much more active and effective in creating an
attractive atmosphere. Such conditions bring about favorable changes in clients’ views, an
instance where social conditions affect clients. So, organizational image of a bank may
undergo changes due to some social conditions.
In the study, bank spatial design bore on organizational image of the bank. In this respect,
visual elements such as colors, physical facilities shaped what clients perceived as
organizational image, initiating a positive response. Such elements can entice the luxurious
and top-quality services in clients’ minds even before they do any deals. As studies suggest,
color selection can strongly affect the clients and therefore marketing agents must consider
the façade and interior colors very carefully because they influence the customers greatly.
Physical assets and facilities of a given bank also bear on what the clients think and prefer
and organizational image of bank. Good physical facilities must meet clients’ needs and
encourage them to spend more time in bank. Positive opinions and pleasant experiences are
also shaped by interior arrangements and partitions. Studies suggest that people particularly
appreciate clean, orderly places.
Here, it was found that bank environment has significant association with its organizational
image. Like area design, bank environment may either attract or deter the clients and affect,
positively or negatively, satisfaction, service quality and organizational image as perceived by
clients. Environmental factors include background elements of bank area which affect clients’
unconscious. Those bank officials who take these factors into account secure far stronger
clients than those who do not.
Perceived service quality significantly associated with organizational image of Mellat Bank
of Isfahan. What clients understand does provoke versatile responses in them. Clients might
repeat interactions if they get satisfied with quality of services available in a given bank.
Results indicate that once clients have high opinions of value and quality of services offered in
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a bank, then it is more likely that they use these services again and recommend the bank to
others. Findings in the present study are in line with those studies by Chen & Hessen (2010)
and Nalchi Kashi et al. (1391). If clients are satisfied with service quality and have a positive
perception of that, then they will stay loyal and eventually organizational image of bank
attains a better position.

VII.

S UGGESTIONS

With regard to the results obtained from the research, the following suggestions and
information can be given to the bank managers:
The findings achieved from hypotheses 1 test emphasized the importance of personality and
appearance of employees and their valuable role in winning customers’ satisfaction and
loyalty. The vital force in service organizations is the employees. The forefront employees who
are producers of services and deal with customers directly are considered advantages in the
organization. One of the most important issues service organizations face and should deal
with is how to motivate service employees. The quality of services depends on how employees’
interact and contact customers; and these employees’ view and their behavior with customers
have a remarkable effect on the customers’ perception of the quality of services, and as a
result of their satisfaction. Hence, special attention should be paid to selecting employees who
are in contact with the customers, and select those who have some outstanding ethical
features with proper appearance. Among the required skills for bank employees, one can point
out oral, auditory, feedback and suitable behavior when facing criticisms levelled by
customers.
An organization should try to keep the customers’ face and human personality by dealing
with them politely, happily and with tact; and pave the way for customers’ response to his
behaviors. The emergence of some personality features by employees can be effective in
establishing a successful relation with the customers.
The findings achieved from hypotheses 2 test emphasized the importance of colors used in
the bank and their attraction for customers in addition to the attractive arrangement and
structure of interior parts in the bank branch. From among important and remarkable points
regarding the design and arrangement is the type of their arrangement. The results obtained
from the research indicate that people pay special attention to the cleanness, tidiness and
accessibility of devices and equipment required in a bank.
The findings achieved from hypotheses 3 test emphasized the importance of bank
environment and its attraction for customers and the effect of illumination and music on
customers.
1-Designing banks necessitates arrangements one of the most important of which is
illumination. Illumination plays a special role in interior decoration design of a work place. It
is light that welcomes customers and gives them comfort. Sometimes it is a diagram of
pictures, sometimes it designates situations, and occasionally it separates the margins, and
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specifies differences in applications. Each part of a bank and work place has its unique
features, with regard to which, special illumination should be considered so that it specifies
that feature. Light has an important role in reviving the atmosphere of work and business.
Using suitable and monotonous light in a bank destroys the boredom and suffocation of the
environment.
2-Attention to the culture and record of music in Iran and using music in commercial
environments, which is the focus of this study, has an outstanding role in the consumers’
behavior. Of course, it is worth mentioning that managers must pay sufficient attention to the
selection of type of music so that they can promote the customers’ level of satisfaction. The
type of music has an important role in customers’ behavior and the length of time they spend
in the bank. In brief, a survey of literature in this area shows that music can have a
remarkable effect on the customers’ speed of purchase and section of services and welcoming
new services and the time they spend in the bank. Studies conducted regarding the
relationship between music and consumers’ behavior has mostly formed based on listeners
and their appreciation of music and individuals; sentimental relations to music. In this
regard, based on the results obtained from previous researches, the following items are
indicative of the effect on music on customers’ behavior:
•
Music is related to customers’ sentimental, physical and attitudinal reactions in
commercial environments.
•

The effect of loud-speakers in transferring music in commercial places

3-Music can affect the customers’ mood and attitude. Overall, individuals’ mood can be
positive or negative. It can also be affected by external factors particularly music. Happy
music can make individuals’ mood lively and delightful but sad music can adversely affect
customers’ purchase. In this regard, customers’ mood can also be affected by music played in
commercial environments, or even it can turn a happy atmosphere into a boring one or vice
versa. For this reason, music can directly affect customers’ purchase.
4-Most large service institutes make customers pay more money for purchasing by playing
mild and soft music. Based on this, mild and romantic music has the most effect on the
customers, and mentally stimulates the sense of purchase in them.
2-4-5-With regard to the results obtained in the present research, the following suggestions
seem to be necessary for future researches:
•
In future studies, other indices and theories affecting customers’ behavior can be
studied.
•
With regard to the result of this research, the international impression of the bank can
be studied through international customers’ behavior.
•
In order to increase the capability of generality of the research results, more banks in
the country or several special provinces, particularly with regard to their size and duration of
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activities are suggested to be studied.
•
Designing a model applicable in other businesses and service activities such as tourism
services (hotels, restaurants, travel agencies) and communication services
•
Studying the physical atmosphere of the bank and its effect on attracting and keeping
customers are among other issues worth thinking about.
•
The effect of music on customers’ behavior in the bank is suggested to be studied with
regard to cultural factors.
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